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This thesis is an experimental and theoretical investigation of 
wave-mixing in photorefractive crystals and applications thereof. In 
the first part, the physics of the photorefractive effect is des-
cribed. The figures of merit useful in characterizing various photo-
refractive crystals are also discussed. 
In the second part, the coupled wave theory of two interacting 
optical waves in photorefractive crystals is reviewed. Both the energy 
coupling and the phase delay of the two beams are analyzed. 
In the third part, the coupled wave formalism is extended to four 
wave mixing in photorefractive crystals. Aspects of real-time hologra-
phy and phase conjugation are discussed. The coupled wave equations 
are solved in two special cases: (1) single grating and undepleted 
pump approximation; and (2) single grating and negligible absorption . 
The theory is then compared with the experimental results. The solu-
tions of the phase of phase conjugation are presented. The recent 
developments in self-pumped phase conjugate mirrors are also discus-
sed. 
In the fourth part, new types of oscillators ultilizing the photo-
refractive gain are described and demonstrated. Two approaches to 
derive the conditions for unidirectional ring oscillation are presen-
ted and compared. The theory and experimental demonstration of a 
double phase conjugate resonator are described. Two applications, the 
optical path length to frequency conversion interferometer and the 
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one-way real time wave front converters, are also described. 
In the last part, some applications of the previous studies are 
described. Two novel bistable devices using the self-pumped phase 
conjugate mirror are demonstrated. Mathematical operations on images, 
such as real time 'exclusive or' operation, image subtraction, differ-
entiation, and intensity inversion are demonstrated using an inter-
ferometer with a self-pumped phase conjugate mirror. Finally, the 
theory and the experimental demonstration of an all-optical associa-
tive holographic memory are discussed . Methods of extending the number 
of stored messages are also discussed. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
(1.1) The photorefractive effect 
In its broadest sense, the photorefractive effect can be inter-
preted as any effect involving a change of the refractive index due to 
the presence of light. However in this thesis and most other publica-
tions, it refers to those changes in the refractive index which relate 
to the formation of a periodic space-charge distribution and a corres-
ponding index grating. Some examples of materials which display this 
effect are BaTiOa, SrxBa1 _xNb20s (SBN), Bi12Si02o (BSO), Bi 12Ge020 
(BGO), LiNbOa, LiTaOa, KNbOa, GaAs and InP. The first reported obser-
vation of the photorefractive effect was by Ashkin et al. in LiNb0 3 
and LiTaOa (it was described as "optical damage" at that time) 1 . The 
effect persisted even when the light was removed, but the effect was 
reversible, in contrast to the catastrophic damage that occurs at much 
higher intensities. Later Chen et al. realized that this effect could 
be used to make volume holograms in LiNb0 3 2 • 3 . The first explanation 
of this effect was given by Chen• and Amodei 6 • Their hypothesis was 
that free carriers were excited by the nonuniform light intensity 
distribution of the two intersecting coherent beams within an other-
wise insulating material. These carriers migrated, until they recom-
bined with trapping centers in dark areas, thus leading to alternating 
regions of unneutralized charges that persisted after the light was 
turned off. The electric field due to this space charge distribution 
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operated through the electrooptic effect to produce a refractive index 
grating (see Fig. 1.1). It follows from the Poisson equation that the 
induced index grating is phase shifted spatially from the light inter-
ference pattern because the space charge electric field was shifted by 
~12 relative to the trapped charge distribution. This phase shift 
introduces an asymmetry that allows one of the two beams responsible 
for grating formation to be amplified by constructive interference 
with the radiation scattered by the grating from the other beam which, 
to conserve power, is attenuated. This asymmetry is present because 
the linear electrooptic effect responsible for the index grating 
exists only in asymmetric crystals. 
Numerous research groups have joined both the theoretical and 
experimental investigation of the characteristics of photorefractive 
crystals 6- 17 . Two charge transport models have been proposed, the 
"band transport model" by Kukhtarev et al. 6 and the "hopping model" by 
Feinberg et al. 7 . Both theories agree well with most experimental 
results. Most recently, a new photorefractive mechanism, the f model, 
was proposed by Agranat and Yacoby15-1 7 . 
Numerous applications using the photorefractive effect have been 
reported. These include holographic memories 9 • 10 , coherent beam ampli-
fication18-20, image processing21- 26 and generation of high reflec-
tivity phase conjugation with low power lasers 27 - 28 . The author is 
responsible for the invention of a number of new devices which utilize 
the photorefractive effect. These include the self-starting and self-
pumped multicolor phase conjugate mirrors(PPCM's) 29 , wave front con-
vertersso, optical path length to frequency conversion interferome-
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The photorefractive mechanism. Two coherent light beams 
intersect, forming an interference pattern. Charge is 
excited where the intensity is large and migrates to 
regions of low intensity. The electric field associated 
with the resultant space charge operates through the elec -
trooptic coefficients to produce a refractive index 
grating . ¢ is the phase shift between the light interferen-
ce pattern and the index grating. 
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ters 31--33 , bistable devices 34 • 35 , real image subtraction and dif-
ferentiation devices 22 • 23 and associative memories 24 - 26 • All these 
devices will be discussed in detail in this thesis. 
(1.2) Outline of the thesis 
In Chapter 2, the band transport theory for the photorefractive 
effect is briefly reviewed. Some of the main results will be needed in 
the following chapters. The figures of merit useful in characterizing 
various photorefractive crystals are also discussed. 
In Chapter 3, the coupled wave equations for two -wave mixing are 
derived and solved. The effects of energy coupling between the two 
interacting beams and the phase delay of each beam are discussed. 
These provide the basis for the discussions in the following chapters. 
In chapter 4, the coupled wave formalism is extended to four-wave 
mixing in photorefractive crystals. Aspects of real-time holography 
and phase conjugation are discussed. The coupled wave equations are 
solved in two special cases: (1) single grating and undepleted pump 
approximation; and (2) single grating and negligible absorption. The 
theory is then compared with the experimental results. The solutions 
of the phase of phase conjugation are discussed. The recent develop-
ments in self-pumped phase conjugate mirrors are also discussed. 
In Chapter 5, two new types of oscillators ultilizing the photo-
refractive_gain are described and demonstrated. They are the unidirec-
tional ring resonator, and the double phase conjugate resonator. Two 
applications, the optical path length to frequency conversion inter-
ferometer and one-way real time wave front converters, are also 
described. 
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In Chapter 6, two novel bistable devices using the self-pumped 
phase conjugate mirror are described. A threshold basis for the effect 
as well as the results of experimental demonstration are presented. 
In Chapter 7, mathematical operations on images are discussed. 
Real time 'exclusive or' operation and image subtraction are experi-
mentally demonstrated using an interferometer with a self-pumped phase 
conjugate mirror. Image differentiation as well as intensity inversion 
are also demonstrated. 
In the last chapter, the theory and the experimental demonstration 
of all-optical associative holographic memory are discussed. Methods 
of extending the number of stored messages are also discussed. 
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Chapter 2: Charge transport in photorefractive crystals 
(2.1) The band transport theory 
In the Band transport theory, charge carriers are believed to move 
between trapping centers via a three-step process of photoexcitation, 
drift or diffusion in the conduction band, and recombination into a 
neighboring trapping center1 , see Fig. 2.1. 
Let us consider the writing of a refractive index grating by two 
coherent beams intersecting in a slice of photorefractive medium 
sufficiently thin that the intensity modulation I1 is constant. 
Suppose the intensity interference pattern, possibly in motion in the 
x direction, is given by 
I(x) I i(kx+Ot) r* -i(kx+Ot) I++ 1e + 1e [ 2.1] 
The set of equations for determining the spatial distribution of 
the electric field that is responsible for modulating the refractive 
index is given in MKS units by 
the continuity equation 
the current equation 




aN+ o 1 a· + - £J. at e ax [ 2. 2] 
[2. 3] 
, and [2.4] 
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[ 2. 5] 
where 
-3 
n(m ) is the density of free (conduction band) electrons; 
-3 




) is the density of ionized donor sites; 
-3 
NA(m ) is the density of compensative acceptor sites; 
-2 
j(Am ) is the current density in the conduction band; 
2 
JS(m fV/s) is the electron mobility; 
e(V/C/m) is the de dielectric constant; 
2 
oi(m) is the photo-ionization cross-section of the donor sites; 
3 
~R(m /s) is the recombination coefficient of the acceptor sites; 
kB(J/°K) is the Boltzman's constant; and 
T(K0 ) is the temperature. 
When the modulation index of the light interference pattern is signi-
+ ficantly less than one, then E, N0 , and n can be approximated by 
E _ E E ikx * -ikx o + le + Ele [2 . 6a] 
[2 . 6b] 
[2.6c] 
where E1 , (Nti) 1 and n 1 are the first order harmonics and are the 
functions _of crystal parameters and of 0. Higher order hamonics are 
important when the modulation index approaches unity2 • 3 • By substi-
tuting Eq. [2.6] into [2.2]-[2.5], the result is 4 
- 11 -
where the characteristic time t is given by 
0 
where the characteristic fields are defined by 
(drift field) 
(diffusion field) 
(space charge field) 
and the light modulation index m is defined as 
+ The solution for (N0 ) 1 is given by 
[E -Ot (Ed+E )] + i(Ed+E +Ot E ) 
0 0 ~ q 0 0 
E +i(Ed+E ) 
where T - t 0 ~ 
o E +i(Ed+E ) 
0 q . 
[2.7] 




[2 . 10] 
[2 .11] 
Eqs. [2.10] and [2.11) are the main results. The space charge electric 
field and the index pattern can be calculated from Eq . [2.10]. 
(2.2) Figures of merit 
In order to characterize and compare photorefractive crystals for 
- 12 -
various applications, some figures of merit are defined. There are 
many figures of merit proposed in the literatures-a. Among these, 
the three most important ones are: 
(a) Two-beam coupling constant; r (cm- 1) 
cosO 
r- [2.12] 
where e is the angle between the light beams and the z-axes, i is the 
interaction length, and 11(0), 12(0), 11(i) and 12(i) are the light 
intensities of beams 1 and 2 at z~O and z-i, respectively. All these 
quantities can be measured in a the two-beam coupling experiment, see 
Fig. 2.2. 
r gives a measure of energy transfer from beam 1 to beam 2. The 
above definition has the advantage of the successful elimination of 
the absorption coefficient due to the symmetry of the two interacting 
beams about the z-axis. However, if the two beams are not symmetric 
about the z-axis, some geometrical factors and the absorption coef-
ficient must be taken into account. The dependence of r on the crystal 
parameters and interaction geometry will be further elaborated in 
Chapter 3, Eqs. [3.8] and [3.13] . 
(b) Response time constant; ~ 0 (Jjcm2) 
r -
0 I [ r<~> ] t1+ ln r(~) _ r(t) [2.13] 
where r(t) and r(~) are the coupling constants, defined in Eq. [2,12], 
at time t and~. respectively. Eq. [2.13] is directly deduced from Eq. 
- 13 -
Drift and Diffusion 







Fig . 2.1: Schematic diagram of the Band transport model. 
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allows the comparison of the speed of the two beam coupling 
process with different experimental conditions on an equal basis. An 
expression relating r 0 to the crystal parameters and interaction 
geometry is given by Eqs. [2.8] and [2.11]. 
(c) Photorefractive sensitivity; S (cm3jJ) 
[2.14] 
The photorefractive sensitivity S is defined as the refractive index 
change per absorbed energy per unit volume 5 • It shows how well a 
material can utilize a given amount of optical energy. Alternatively, 
it compares materials with different absorption coefficients on an 
equal basis. Expression of ~n in terms of crystal parameters and 
interaction geometry is given in Eq. [3.4]. 
Based on these three figures of merit and some crystal parameters, 
other proposed figures of merit can be calculated. Table 2.1 give some 
experimentally measured figures of merit-and crystal parameters of 
BaTiOs, SBN, and BSO. 
- 15 -
Table 2.1 
NA Q r .,.0 s 
(514nm) 
(cm- 3) (cm- 1 ) (cm- 1) (J /m2) (cm3/J) 












SBN(undoped) ? 0.5 5 1000 10- 2 
(E -0)7•8 
0 




t Optimum fringe speed was adjusted in these experiments. 
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Chapter 3: Two Wave Mixing in Photorefractive Crystals 
In chapter 2, we discussed the photorefractive crystals as dynamic 
holographic media. The main results were: (1) they are reusable volume 
refractive index holograms, and (2) in general, there is a phase shift 
between the light interference pattern and the index grating which 
causes energy coupling between the two interacting beams. Both of 
these effects are different from fixed volume holograms such as photo-
graphic emulsions, dichromated gelatin1 , photopolymer materials 2 , and 
photorefractive crystals that have been fixed after recording 3 • The 
coupled wave theory for fixed volume hologram has also been developed 
in 1969 by Kogelnik4 . 
In this chapter, the basic results of two-beam interaction in 
photorefractive crystals are reviewed. This review will serve as the 
basis for the discussion of four wave mixing in Chapter 4, photo-
refractive resonators in Chapter 5, and various applications and 
devices in Chapters 6 to 8. 
(3.1) The coupled wave theory 
Refering to the configuration shown in Fig. 3.1, Beam 1 and beam 
2 are plane waves. They have the same polarization and their optical 
electric field can be written as 




I .:-4 i(" 




e( . A 
----·~--~---+Z 
Fig. 3.1: A schematic diagram of two-wave mixing in photorefractive 
crystals. 
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These two coherent beams write a interference pattern which gives 
rise to a refractive index variation through the photorefractive 
effect. 





n- n + n e e + e 
0 1 1 
I+ I+ [3.2] 
where I+-I1+h is the total intensity, and 
2 
I. - IAj I and A. - IAj lexp[i.,Pj] , j-1,2 [3.3] J J 
From the photorefractive theory developed in chapter 2, the index 
grating amplitude is given by 
3 
reff no iE (E +iEd) q 0 
i¢ n 1 e - -------- --------------------------------------------
[E0-(w2-w1)t0(Ed+E~)J + i[Ed+Eq+(w2-w1)t0E0] 
2 
[ 3. 4] 
where reff is the relevant electro-optic coefficient, n0 is the 
ordinary refractive index of the crystal, and 4> is the phase shift 
between the light interference pattern and the index grating. 
Substituting this index variation, Eq. [3.2] , into the scalar wave 
equation 
2 2 
V' E + k E - 0 [3. 5] 
and using the slowly varying field approxirnation5 
2 
~ 
2 << k ~ [ 3. 6] 
d z dz 
the coupled wave equations, 
- 20 -
dAl 
L * Q ds - - I+ (AlA2)A2 - 2 Al 
dA2 * L * - !! A ds I+ (AlA2)Al 2 1 
are obtained, where 
s - zjcos8 
iwn1 e 
-i4> 
'Y - 2c 



















8 is the angle between the beams and the z-axis and cr is the intensity 
absorption coefficient. In most practical situations (w2-w1)/w1 < 
l0-14 , because if the frequency difference is too large, the response 
of the crystal is not fast enough to follow the moving light inter-
ference pattern. Therefore, w1 and w2 can be accurately replaced by 
w=w2~1 except in Eq. [3.4] and [3.9]. This approximation will be 
justified in section 5.1. 
The first term of the right side of Eq. [3.7] represents the 
contribution from self-diffraction and the second term represents the 
linear aborption in the crystal. Eq. [3.7] can be decomposed into 
- 21 -
intensity and phase equations for each beam: 
dll I1I2 
ds - - r I+ 
[3.12a] 
dl2 1112 
ds - r I+ 
[3.12b] 
d tPt 12 
~ - - r•--I+ [3.12c] 
d tP2 11 
~-- r•--I+ 
[3.12d] 
where r-2Re[l] and r'-Im[l]. [3.13] 
From Eq. [3.12], note that the intensity coupling is due to the 
real part of the coupling constant 1. and the phase delay is due to 
the imaginary part of l· The phase delay is independent of a2 and 
always equal to zero when~ equal to ~/2. 
(3.2) Solutions to the coupled wave equations 
Eq. [3.12] can be solved6 using the boundary conditions 
I+(O)e-as 
I 2 < s) - ---------~r~s 








Eqs. [3.14a] and [3.14b] describe the coherent optical gain for 
beam 2 and loss for beam 1, when r1 is positive. A coherent optical 
amplifier can be built based on this principle. Typical Input/Output 
curves for such amplifiers are shown in Fig. 3.2 for the case of a1-0 . 
In the region of very small signal to pump ratio, I1(0)>>I2(0), the 
differential gain is very large. 
Eqs. [3.14c] and [3.14d] describe the phase delay (or advance) of 
beam 2 due to the nonlinear interaction. In Fig. 3.3, the phase shift 
of beam 2, ~2 (1)-~2(0), is plotted against the phase shift between the 
index grating and the light interference pattern, ¢ . A similar set of 
curves for ~1(1)-~1(0) versus¢ can be readily obtained by replacing¢ 
with-¢ and r by 1/r in Fig. 3.3, where r-I2(0)/I1(0). 
The noise in the conventional population inversion gain medium is 
due to spontaneous emission. In the photorefractive gain medium, the 
noise is not due to spontaneous emission but is due to random thermal 












_________ j __________ _ 
________________ f __________ _ 
-----
2 
Input Intensity, !2 (0) 
Fig. 3.2: Input/Output characteristic curves for a coherent amplifier 
using photorefractive two-wave mixing. The intensity of the 
pump beam I1(0) is fixed at 1 (arbitrary units). The dashed 
curves correspond to the deamplified beam I 1 (i) - l+I 2 (0)-









Fig. 3.3: The phase shift of beam 2, ~2(i)-~2(0), versus the phase 
shift between the index grating and the light interference 
pattern,~. see Eq. [3.14d). 
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Chapter 4: Four-Wave Mixing and Phase Conjugation 
In this chapter, the holographic formulation of four-wave mixing 
is discussed. lt is an extension of the two-wave mixing formulism 
presented in Chapter 3. Four-wave mixing in a nonlinear media is one 
of the most frequently used techniques of generating phase conjugate 
beam since it does not have the restrictive phase matching requirement 
of three wave mixing. In Section 4.1, the formal analogy between four-
wave mixing and real time holography is presented. In Section 4.2 a 
coupled wave theory of four-wave mixing in photorefractive crystals is 
described. The solution of the coupled wave equations is summarized in 
Section 4.3. Experiments to verify this theory have been performed 
giving results which are summarized in Section 4.4. Analytic expres-
sions for the phase of the phase conjugate beam are also presented in 
Section 4.5. Recent development in self-pumped phase conjugators using 
photorefractive crystals are discussed in Sections 4.6. 
(4.1) Four-wave mixing and real time holography 
To set the stage for the present discussion, let us first consider 
conventional holography 1 • It consists of two steps, the first (the 
recording) is illustrated in Fig. 4.la, where At and A4 are the 
complex amplitudes of the reference beam and the object beam at the 
hologram plane respectively. The resulting transmission function of 










In the reconstruction step, the hologram is illuminated by a 
single reference wave A2 impinging f rom t he right in a direction 
opposite to that of At as shown in Fig. 4.lb. The diffracted field to 
the left of the hologram is 
[4.2] 
The first term on the right side of [4.2] is proportional to the 
incident fiel d A2 and is of no interest here. a 
thick hologram will have a phase factor exp[-i(k1-k2-k4 )·r] and is 
thus phase mismatched, i.e. will not radiate. The term of interest is 
[4. 3] 
In particular if A1 and A2 are counter-propagating plane waves, then 
A3 will become the phase conjugate replica of the original object 
2 
field A4 at z<O The phase matching condition for the generation of 
phase conjugate waves is the same as the Bragg condition for a holo-
gram. If the recording medium is a dynamic hologram, such as a photo-
refractive crystal, the recording and the reconstruction processes in 
Fig. 4.la and 4.lb can be combined simultaneously to perform the real 
time holography in Fig . 4.lc. 
(4 . 2) Coupled wave equations 
The basic interaction geometry is shown in Fig. 4.2. The four 
interacting beams have the same polarization and are mutually 
coherent. Let the electric field amplitude associated with the j - th 
- 29 -
Fig. 4 . 2 : A schematic diagram of nonlinear four-wave mixing in o. non-
linear medium. A1 and A2 are the pumping beams, A3 is the 
_phase conjugate output and A4 is the probe beam. 
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beam be 
+ c . c. j-1, .. ,4 [4.4] 
There are four possible sets of index gratings, 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
ki - k,.-kl - k2 -ks [4.5a) 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ 
kn k1·ks k,.-k2 [4.5b] 
-+ -+ -+ 
kni - kl -k2 [4.5c] 
-+ -+ -+ 
kiv - k,.-k3 [4.5d) 
These gratings are shown in Fig. 4.3. The photo-induced index varia-
s- s 
tion is 
i¢I * * -+ -+ i¢II * * -+ -+ nie A1A4 +A2A3 ik ·r nile A1As+A2A4 ikii ·r I 
n- n + e + e 
0 
2 I + 2 I+ 
i¢III * -+ -+ i¢IV * -+ -+ 
niiie A1A2 ikiii · r niVe A3 A4 ikiv·r 
+ e + e + c.c. 
2 2 
[4 . 6) 
Substituting this index variation into the scalar wave equation, Eq. 
[3 . 5), and using the slowly varying field approximation, Eq. [3.6], 
the following coupled wave equations are obtained 
* * * * dAl 1fni -i¢ A1A4 + A2As ""nil i¢II A1A3+ A2A4 I cos el -i- e A,. - i-- e As 
dz ). I ). I+ + 
* ""nil! i¢III A1A2 Q - i-- e A2 - - Al [4.7a] 













* * . ~ni i¢I A1A4+ A2As 
~--- e As + 
A I + 
* * ~nl -i¢I A1A4+ A2As 
i--- e A2 + 
A I+ 
* .~niV -i¢IV AsA• a 
+ ~---- e A 4 + As 
A I+ 2 
* * .~ni i¢I A1A4+ A2A3 
-~--- e A1 -
A I+ 
* .~niV i¢IV AsA4 a 












If there are only two beams involved in the interaction, Eq. [4.7) 
will then reduce to the two-wave mixing equations of Eq. [3.7). 
A complete analytical solution to this set of nonlinear coupled 
equations is not presently available. Some numerical solutions have 
been obtained recently by assuming that only two of the four sets of 
6 
gratings are present in the interaction . However if we assume that 
only one grating is important, then Eq. [4.7) can be solved analy-
tically in two cases: (a) with the undepleted pumps approximation, 
i.e. I1, I2 >>Is, I 4 ; and (b) without absorption. Predominance of one 
- 33 -
grating is common in most experimental situations due to the direc -
tions, polarizations, and coherence relationships of the four beams 
relative to the nonlinear medium and to the application, in some 
cases, of an electric field which enhances certain gratings . 
(4.3a) Single grating, undepleted pump approximation 
The transmission grating is chosen because it matches the experi-
mental geometry to be described in Section 4 . 3 . In the undepleted 





--- A2 [4.9b] 
ds 2 
* * d.Aa Q AlA4+ A2Aa 
Aa + 'Y A2 [4.9c] 
ds 2 I + 
* * * d.A4 Q 
* 
AlA4+ A2Aa 
* A4 + 'Y Al [4. 9d] 
ds 2 I + 
where -y and s are defined in Eq. [ 3. 8] (assume 81-82). 'With boundary 
conditions, A1(0), A2(l), Aa(l)-0 and * A4(0) are known, the solutions 
of [4.9] are 7 
A1 (s) - A1(0) e 
-a/2s [4 . 10a) 
A2(s) - A2(1) e 
a/2(s - l) [4 . 10b] 
A2(l)A:(O) ea/2(s-l)+-ys J(s) 
A3 (s) * 
[4.10c] 
A1(0) J(0)-1 







exp( -x) dx 
-a'-yi. 
1 + r e exp(2a'x) 
[4.11] 
where r is the pump ratio I2(l)/I1(0) and a' is the normalized linear 
absorption a/-y. The phase conjugate reflection coefficient is thus 
A8 (0) 
p - [4.12] 
J(0)-1 
When the absorption is negligibly small, the integral in Eq. 
[4.13] can be performed explicitly. The phase conjugate reflection 
coefficient is 3 
p(a-+0) 
sinh ( ~ -yl ) 
[4 .13] 
1 1 
cosh ( 2"'f1 + 2 lnr ) 
A plot of phase conjugate reflectivity, R=lpl 2 , versus pump ratio 
at various absorptions values al is shown in Fig. 4.4. 
(4.3b) Single grating, no absorption 
With only the transmission grating present and no absorption, Eq 
[4.7] becomes 
dAl 
_::J.. * * 
ds I+ 
(AlA4 + A2A3 )A4, (4.14a] 
* dA2 --y * * * 
ds - I+ 
(AlA,. + A2As)As, [4 . 14b] 
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[4.14c] 
[ 4 .14d) 
The boundary conditions for common laboratory phase conjugation 
experiments are: I1(0), 12(2), ! 3 (2)-0 and I,(O) are known. The 
solutions to Eq. [4.14] are7• 8 
d 2 - ! 34 (s) d 1 
I2(s) - 1 - I12(s) Is,(s) 
and the phase conjugate reflectivity is 
2 2 
! 3 (0) 41cl ITI 
R - -------- - ----------~---.~~~ I AT+ (A2+41cl2)1/212 I,(O) 
where 
d 1 - 1 1 (0) + 14 (0) 
d2 - 12 (i) 
I 1(s) 
I12(s) - I 2(s) -
! 3 (5) 
! 34 (5) - -------- -I 4 (s) 
S De-1-'s_ 
_1 I.£S S D e - + 
* (De-~-' 5 -D - 1 e~-'5) 2c 
-~.£5 - 1 1.£5 s Ee - S+E e 













s±- ll ± Q 
p - "YQ/2I+ 
T - tanh pl 
E- - e [ 
s + ]1/2 pl 
s 
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lei is given by the equation 
2 2 2 1/2 * 









When considering the phase conjugate reflectivity as a funtion of 
the various input beam intensities, it is convenient to define two 
parameters: 
the probe ratio q 
I 4 (0) 
[4.22a] 
and the pump ratio 
[4.22b] 
These two parameters are sufficient to describe the input beams. In 
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terms of these parameters we have 
11(0) - (r+l)(q+l) 
rl+ 
12(1) - (r+l)(q+l) 
qi+ 




A contour plot of phase conjugate reflectivity for ~l--3, as a 
function of both pump and probe ratios is shown in Fig. 4.5. 7 In some 
regions, there exist multiple solutions which are the result of the 
nonuniqueness of the solution to Eq. [4.21] for a certain range of 
parameters. Futher discussion of multiple solutions will be given in 
Section 4.5. 
(4.4) Experimental studies of four wave mixing and phase conjugation 
My experimental studies of four-wave mixing in both photo-
refractive barium titanate BaTiOs and strontium barium niobate 
Sro.sBao. 4Nb20s (SBN) crystals are described in this section. The 
experimental results are compared with the theoretical predictions 
from the coupled wave theory described in the last section. Three 
different methods to measure the nonlinear coupling constant of the 
given crystal are also presented and compared0 • 
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.6. The output of 
the Argon ion laser at 514nm was expanded and spatial-filtered into an 
approximately l-inch diameter beam. The total beam intensity I 1+l2+l 4 
was 0.3Wjcm2 . The crystal C was either a 4.5x4.5x5mm3 BaTi03 or a 
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Fig. 4.5 : Contour plot of phase conjugate reflectivity for ~i--3, as 








Fig. 4.6: Experimental configuration for measuring phase conjugate 
reflectivity versus various beam ratios. Using a cartesian 
coordinate system with the incident beam traveling along 
the abscissa and the coordinate in inches, the elements are 
lOx objective and pinhole (7,0); lens (12,0); half-wave 
plate, A/2 and polarizing beamsplitters, PBS, (23,0) and 
(25,0); polarizers, P,(21,6) and (25,3); beamsplitter, BS, 
(30,8); crystal, C(42,25); mirrors Ml(l7,21), M2(40,0), 
M3(29,7), M4 (30,4), Ms(44,28), and Ms(25,23); detectors D1 , 
D2, Ds, D •. 
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single domain before the experiment. Since only a small part 
(=SmmxSmm) of the central portion of the expanded beam was used, we 
can approximate all the incoming beams to the crystal as plane waves. 
The half-wave plate and the polarizing beam splitter combination 
form a lossless beamsplitter with a transmission and reflection ratio 
that can be varied simply by rotating the half-wave plate. In order to 
make sure that only one grating (the transmission grating) dominated 
the system, the optical path lengths of beams 1 and 4 were adjusted to 
be the same, while the optical path difference between beams 2 and 4 
was adjusted to be much longer than the coherence length of the light 
source (<7cm) so that beams 2 and 4 cannot interfere coherently to 
"write" a grating. The angle between beams 1 and 4 was made small 
(10°) so as to increase the interaction length. The orientation of the 
crystals with respect to the input beams is shown in Fig. 4.7 where 81 
and 82 are the angles of beams 1 and 4 with repect to the normal of 
the crystal C. All the beams were polarized in the plane of Fig. 4.6 
to utilize the large r42 electrooptical coefficient of BaTi03 . The 
phase conjugate beam Is was separated from beam 4 by a beam splitter 
BS and was detected by detector Ds. Parts of the intensities of beam 
1, 2 and 4 were reflected at the surface of the crystal and were 
detected by detector D1, D2, and D4 respectively. All the data 











Fig. 4.7 The orientation of BaTiOs crystal and the SBN crystal with 
respected to the input beams. 
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The experimental results for the BaTi03 crystal are shown in Fig. 
4.8(a) and (b). The phase conjugate reflectivity, R- Is(0)/1 4 (0), was 
plotted against the probe ratio, q, at various pump ratios, r. A set 
of theoretical curves based on Eq. [4.15] was also plotted. These 
theoretical curves give a best fit to the experimental curves if the 
nonlinear coupling constant ~lis chosen to be -0.9.t Similar experi-
ments were also done with SBN whose large electrooptic coefficient is 
rss. The results are shown in Fig. 4.9. The coupling constant chosen 
from the best curve fitting is -1.3. This provides the first method of 
determining the nonlinear coupling constant. 
The phase conjugate reflectivity versus the pump ratio at very 
small probe ratios (i.e. undepleted pumps approximation which is I1, 
I2 >>Is, 1 4 ) are shown in Fig. 4.10 and 4.11. The experimental curve 
fits well with the theoretical curve except at very large and very 
small pump ratios. From the theory of undepleted pumps approximation, 
Section 4.3a, the phase conjugate reflectivity R for negligible 
absorption is, Eq. [4.13] 
R-
sinh ( -yl ) 
2 cosO 2 
cosh ( -yl + ~) 
2 cos8 2 2 
2 
[4.24] 
f The geometrical factor, cos 0, of the coupling constant -yl was 
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Therefore at the maxium r eflectivity, 
~i - -cos82 ln r [4.25] 
From the experimental data, the nonlinear coupling constant of BaTi0 3 
ranges from -0.82 to -1.0 and from -1.1 to -1.5 for SBN. These values 
are consistent with the above values of the coupling constants which 
were determined by curve fitting. 
Finally, a two-wave mixing experiment to measure the coupling 
constant directly was also performed. Here the energy exchange in a 
crystal of length i between beams 1 and 2 was measured. The input and 
output intensities can be used to obtain the coupling constant ~ 
according to: t 
r. (O) l 
+ cos8 2 ln I•(i) [4 . 26] 
The experimental arrangement was very similar to Fig. 4.6 with 
beam 2 being blocked and detector D2 and Ds repositioned to measure 
the transmitted beams l1(i) and r.(i) through the crystal. An experi-
mental plot of coupling constant ~i against beam ratio, r.(0)/11(0), 
is shown in Fig. 4.12. From the prediction of the photorefractive 
t The crystal absorption, a, has already been taken into account in 
deriving this formula. 
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effect theory discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the coupling constant 
should be independent of the beam ratio. The slight variation of the 
coupling constant with input beams ratio, which was also observed by 
Kuktarev et.al. 10 , is under current investigation. The variation of 
coupling constant for BaTiOs is between -0.8 to -1.3 and -0.4 to -1.0 
for SBN over the range of beam ratio from 0.02 to 20. These values are 
quite consistent with the values obtained by the two previous methods. 
In deriving the coupled wave theory, Eqs. [4.13] and [4.15], the 
absorption of the crystal was neglected. Besides absorption, the 
crystals also give rise to asymmetric scattering (fanning) 11 - 13 • We 
approximate the total loss of the system by a£, where 
[4.27] 
and~ is a geometrical factor, in particular ~-cos[(Ot+02)/2] in our 
experiments. The results are shown in Fig. 4.13. The average absorp-
tion, a£, of the BaTiOs crystal is about 1.35 and is about 0.1 for the 
SBN crystal. Indeed the SBN crystal shows much less asymmetric scat-
tering than the BaTiOs crystal. The effects of crystal absorption tend 
to lower the phase conjugate reflectivity, see Fig. 4.4(a). The theory 
also neglects multiple Fresnel reflections within the crystal. There-
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(4.5) The phase of phase conjugation 
In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the magnitude of the phase conjugate 
reflectivity was obtained theoretically and studied experimentally. 
In this section, the output phase of the phase conjugate wave as a 
function of various parameters will be studied14 . These studies 
provide a better understanding of 4WM in photorefractive media and are 
needed in the analysis double phase conjugate resonators1 4-1 7 in 
Section 5.3. 
For simplicity, we assume that the nonlinear medium is lossless 
with only the transmission grating dominant, Eq. [4.14], and that the 







j - 1, .. ,4 [4.28] 
where 1/Jj(r) is the phase factor associated with the complex amplitude 
Aj (r). 
In the undepleted pumps approximation, from Eq. [4.13], 
[4.29] 
In particular, 1/;3 (0) - 1/J1(0) + 1/J2(i) - 1/;4 (0) if~ is real, which 
corresponds to a w/2 phase shift between refractive index grating and 
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the light interference fringes, see Eq. [3.8]. This happens in photo-
refractive crystals when the index grating is formed by charge diffu-
sion. In general, ~s(O) is a function of the complex coupling con-
stant and pump ratio. 
Without the undepleted pumps approximation, ~3 (0) can be deter-
mined from the following equation: 
[4 . 30] 
The given boundary conditions are A1(0), A2(l), As(l)- 0, A4(0). 
Therefore ~1(0), ~2(i) and ~4 (0) are known. 
[As(O)/A4*(0)) are 7 , 
S De~s_ S D-le~s 
* A2 (s) 
- + 
where S±, D, E, ~and care given from Eq. [4.17]-[4.21]. 
~2(0) in Eq . [4.30) can be calculated as follows: 
rewrite Eq. [4.14b] into 
* * d(ln A2) --y Al As 
( 
* 
I 4 + I 3 ) 
ds I+ A2 A4 





+ { I 8 (s) + Re[ A:(s) A:(s) I 4 (s)] } Im[2:_] } ds 
A2 (s) A4 (s) I 0 
[4.33] 
Where Re and Im are the real and imaginary parts, respectively. The 
integrand in Eq. [4 . 33] is known from Eq. [4.31], therefore, ~3 (0) is 
completely known. Again from Eq. [4.31], if~ is real, 
* 
Im[ A:(s) A3 (s) ]- 0 
A2 (s) A4 (s) 
Therefore, 
[4.34] 
as in the case of the undepleted pumps approximation with real ~. and 
the phase of the conjugate reflection is independent of the inten-
sities of the interacting beams. The integral in Eq. (4.33) can be 
evaluated numerically. Fig. 4.1+ shows some numerical curves of ~3 (0) 
against natural log of the probe ratio, ln q, for various pump beam 
ratios r and phases of the complex coupling constant l· 
chosen to be 6 for all curves. Some of the curves show multiple 
values in ~3 (0) which are associated with the multiple values in phase 
conjugate intensity reflectivity, R, in Fig. 4.S. The basic physical 
difference between the two solution surfaces of Fig. 4.5 lies in the 
Fig. 4.14 :Numerical curves 
l1ll was chosen to 




of ~3 vs. ln q for various ln 
be 6. For each of the curves, 
2~ and from -5 to 5 for ln q. 
r and ¢. 
the range 
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relative phases, * * see Fig. 4.15, of the two terms A1A4 and A2A3 in the 
interference factor (A1AZ + A;A3 ) which appear in the coupled wave 
equations Eq. [4 . 14]. When the phase conjugate mirror is operating on 
the main s urfac e, the one which extends over the entire q-r plane, 
the phase conjugate beam is generated so that the interference pattern 
formed between itself and beam 2 is in phase with the interference 
pattern formed between the forward going beams 1 and 4. On the secon-
dary surface, these two terms are~ out of phase with each other, so 
that both the grating strength and the reflectivity are diminished. 
We also observe in Fig. 4.14 that the vertical series of curves 
are very similar to the horizontal series of curves. In other words, 
the effect of changing the pump ratio on the system is very similar to 
that of changing the phase shift between the light interference 
pattern and the refractive index pattern. This is reasonable because 
the phase shift between the light interference pattern and index 
grating causes energy coupling from one beam to the other beam. As a 
result, the pump ratio of the system changes accordingly . This kind 
of similarity relationship is very difficult to observe from the set 
of coupled wave equations, Eq. [4.14], but is clearly shown in Fig . 
4.14. 
The application of the above phase analysis of phase conjugation 
to the double phase conjugate resonator will be discussed in Section 
5.3. 
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Fig. 4.15 The relative phase of two grating terms, A1A! and A~A3. 
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(4.6) Self-pumped phase conjugate mirror 
The generation of phase conjugated wave using the four-wave mixing 
techniques discussed so far requires two external supplied 
counter-propagating pumping beams. One of the recent advances in this 
field i s the demonstration of self-pumped phase conjugate mirrors 
(PPCM's) in photorefractive crystals. Several self-pumped configura-
tions have been discovered; they are : (1) the linear PPCM 19 ; (2) semi-
linear PPCM19 - 20 ; (3) 'internal reflection' PPCM 21 ; (4) the ring 
PPCM22 ; and (5) the two-wave mixing PPCM23 . Their respective con-
figurations are shown in Fig. 4.16 . The principle of operation behind 
most of the PPCM's, except the two-wave mix ing PPCM, is that the input 
beam which is to be phase conjugated is used to pump, by the two-beam 
photorefractive coupling discussed in Chapter 3, an oscillation in a 
resonator. The resonator can be formed by two conventional mirrors as 
in the linear-PPCM, or a conventional mirror and a photorefractive 
crystal as in the semilinear PPCM, or 'two' photorefractive crystals 
as in the 'internal reflection' PPCM and the ring PPCM. The counter-
propagating oscillation beams thus generated then act as the pumping 
beams to generate phase conjugation by four-wave mixing. A more 
detailed discussion on the photorefractive pumped oscillation is given 
in Chapter 5. On the other hand, the two-wave mixing PPCM is operated 
by the stimulated backscattering arising from the two-beam coupling in 
a photorefractive crystal. A discussion on the similarity between the 









Fig. 4.16 Geometry of passive phase conjugate mirrors. The probe is 
beam 4 and its phase conjugate is beam 3. The two pumping 
beams are land 2. (a) Linear PPCM; (b) Semi-linear PPCM; 
(c) Two-interaction-region PPCM; (d) Ring PPCM; and (e) 
2WM - PPCM . 
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(SBS) is given in Section 5.4b. 
At least some of the PPCMs discussed above are also capable of 
phase conjugating several laser lines simultaneously20 ; this develop-
ment leads to the possibility of self- p umped conjugation of full color 
images. Using the all - lines output from an argon ion laser, simul-
taneous reflection of up to six different lines: 457, 476, 488, 496, 
501, and 514 nm in both the semi-linear and the ring PPCMs were 
observed. The devices generate their own pumping beams so that no a 
priori knowledge of the spectral components of the incident laser beam 
is required, thereby removing one of the problems associated with 
previous multiline photorefractive phase conjugation where the pumps 
had to be supplied externally2 4 . 
In Chapter 6, optical bistabilities using the semilinear PPCM and 
the ring-PPCM are demonstrated . These bistable devices are also found 
useful as thresholding devices for the associative memories experi-
ments which are described in Section 7.2. 
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Chapter 5: Oscillations with photorefractive gain 
The two-beam coupling effect discussed in Chapter 4 has led us to 
use photorefractively pumped crystals as the gain element in a new 
class of optical resonator 1 . Photoerfractively pumped oscillations 
have indeed been observed experimentally1- 7 . Theories of oscillation 
with photorefractive gain has been developed8 - 11 . 
In this chapter, two types of oscillators utilizing the photo-
refractive gain are discussed. They are: (1) the unidirectional ring 
oscillator; and (2) the double phase conjugate resonator. In Section 
5.1, the two-beam coupling theory developed in Chapter 3 is applied to 
derive the oscillation conditions for the ring oscillator. The resul-
ting predictions are then verified experimentally. In Section 5.2, the 
theoretical treatment is extended beyond the plane wave case to an 
interference pattern which produces a complicated hologram rather than 
a simple grating. In Section 5.3, the theory and experiment of a 
double phase conjugate resonator are discussed. In Section 5.4, two 
applications of the above analysis are described: (a) the optical path 
length to frequency conversion interferometer; and (b) the one-way, 
real time wave front converter. 
(5.1) Ring Oscillator- Plane wave analysis 
The simplest oscillator ultilizing photorefractive gain is the 
ring oscillator1- 6 • 8 -g, shown in Fig. 5.1. The pumping beam, I1, 
amplifies the beam I2 circulating in the clockwise direction. There-
fore this is a 'unidirectional' ring oscillator. Since only two-beam 




Fig. 5.1: A schematic diagram of photorefractively pumped unidi-
rectional ring oscillator. 
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The boundary condition appropriate to a ring oscillator is, 
[5.1] 
where i is the interaction length and R is the combined reflectivity 
for one round trip. From Eqs. [2.14] and [5.1], 12(0) and [t/12 (2)-
t/12(0)] can be solved 
[ 
-ri 
- 11(0) _l_-_e __ ""7 
1 
-eti 
- R e 
[5. 2] 
[ 5. 3] 
Eq. [5.2] gives the intensity of oscillation and Eq. [5.3] gives the 
phase shift of A2 due to the nonlinear interaction. The oscillation 
conditions are that the round trip beam amplitude returns to its · 
original value and the round phase delay is some multiple of 2~. From 
Eq. [5.2], the round trip amplitude condition is 
ri > (ri)th - eti lnR [5.4] 
Using Eq. [3.9] and [3.13], Eq. [5.3] can be written as 
[ 5. 5] 
where we recall that w1 and w2 are the frequencies of the pumping beam 
11 and the oscillation beam 12, respectively. 





where wa is the ath mode frequency of resonator with no photoref-
ractive interaction and L is the length of the resonator. Substituting 
Eq. [ 5. 5] into [ 5. 6] to obtain 
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1 + _,._ 
2 t 
a 
[ 5. 7] 
where ta is the decay time constant of the photon density in the ath 
mode. Since, typically, ta <<< r, the oscillation frequency tends to 
be near w1 
( w - w 1 ) a 
[5.8] 
For example, ,. is of the order of 1 sec. for BaTi03 and experimentally 
ta(wa-w1) is roughly equal to one, so that w2-w1 is of the order of a 
few Hz. Therefore the approximation in Eq. [3.7], w2=w1, is well 
justified. Eq. [5.8] determines the oscillation frequency.t If the 
zero detuning, wa-w1~0, is chosen as the origin, the frequency 
detuning o-(w2-w1) in Eq. [5.8] can be written as 
2 t 
a 
,. nL (- ). < nL < ). ) 4 4 [5. 9] 
where nL is the mirror displacement from the origin. Recalling that T, 
from Eq. [3.11], is inversely proportional to the sum of the pumping 
and oscillation beam intensities. From Eqs. [3.11], [5.2] and [5.8], 
t The result is very similar to the "frequency pulling" effect in 
laser os;illators 12: if the atomic resonance frequency w1 does not 
coincide with the passive resonance frequency of the resonator wa, 
the laser frequency w2 will be shifted away from wa toward w1. 
where r' is the life time of the atomic transition. Since, typically 






1 - R e-Q.£ 
[5.10) 
Combining Eqs. [5.9) and [5.10], the relationship between the fre-
quency detuning 6 and the mirror displacement ~L can be obtained. 
Assuming no absorption, theoretical plots of frequency detuning and 
the oscillation intensity versus mirror displacement are shown in 
Fig. 5.2(a) and (b) respectively. 
The theory presented above has been tested experimentally3 • 4 using 
the apparatus shown in Fig. 5.3. The output from a single longitudinal 
mode argon ion laser (A~ 514.5nm, P~0.2W, beam diameter~ 2mm) was 
directed to a poled BaTiOs crystal. The crystal C-axis was in the 
plane of the ring oscillator in order to make use of the large 
electrooptic coefficient r42. Mirrors M1, M2 and Ms were aligned to 
form a ring resonator (L-38cm). Mirror M1 was set on a piezo-electric 
mount. A 0.6 mm diameter pinhole was inserted inside the oscillating 
cavity in order to force a stable single transverse mode oscillation 
(without the pinhole, the oscillation pattern varied erratically in 
time) 7 . A fraction of the oscillating beam reflected from the front 
surface of the crystal was combined with the pumping laser beam to 
form interference fringes. Detector D1 monitored the speed of moving 
fringes, from which the frequency offset 6 was inferred. 
Fig . 5.4 shows the experimental result of frequency detuning o 
against the displacement of mirror M1 , which agrees qualitatively with 
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LASER 
Fig. 5.3: Experimental configuration for measuring frequency 
detuning 6 versus displacement of mirror M1 . Using a 
cartesian coordinate system with the laser beam trave-
ling along the abscissa and the coordinate in inches, 
the elements are the Ar laser (0,0); beam splitters Bs1 
(1,0), Bs 2 (1,-3.5); mirrors M1 (9,1), M2 (7,-3) and M3 
(3,-1); crystal C (6,0); 0.6 mm diameter pinhole PH 
(7.5,0.5); detector D1 (1,-4.5). 
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Fig. 5.4~ (a) Experimental data of frequency detuning o versus 
displacement of mirror M1 , TEM00 mode (•), TEM01 mode 
(6). 
(b) The oscillating beam power of TEM00 mode versus 




in BaTiOs is a few Hz so t hat the maximum detuning 6 observed is a few 
Hz. The oscillator can support two transverse modes, TEMoo and TEM01 . 
From Fig. 5 . 4a, the slopes of frequency detuning versus the mirror 
displacement curves gives, according to Eq. [5.9], an estimate of the 
ratio ta/T which is 1.89xlo- 8 and 0 . 88xl0- 8 for the TEM00 and the 
TEMo1 modes respectively. This ratio, ta/T, is larger for the TEM00 
mode than the TEMo1 mode since the latter, suffering higher diffrac-
tion losses, has a smaller ta. At each region of discontinuity in 6, 
for e x ample at 0.18A, 0.6A, l.lA and 1.65A, the oscillation was unsta-
ble and rapid mode hopping between the TEMoo and TEMo1 modes was 
observed . At other points, transitions between TEM 00 and TEM01 could 
be induced by disturbing the system, for example, by vibrating one of 
the ring cavity mirrors . The longitudinal mode spacing was 7.9xl0 8 Hz 
and the transverse mode spacing between TEMoo and TEMo1 mode was 
2 . 13x l0 8 Hz. The power of the oscillating beam for the TEMoo mode was 
also plotted in Fig. 5.4b. The oscillation power was near maximum at 
zero frequency detuning , 6=0 which is due to the fact that at this 
point the coupling constant~ as given by Eq. (3.9] is maximum. 
By using an additional pumping beam to pump the oscillation in the 
opposite direction, bi-directional oscillation in a ring resonator was 
experimentally observed by White et al. 2 and Rajbenbach et al. 5 . A 
theoretical analysis of photorefractive coupling of counterpropagating 
travelling· waves in ring resonators has been reported by Yehlo . The 
inequality in transmissivities and phase shifts leads to a splitting 
in both oscillation frequency and intensity . 
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(4.2) Ring Oscillator- General Oscillator Theory 
In this section we present an analysis similar to the Lamb ' s self-
consistent analysis of an inhomogeneous laser12 • 13 . Referring to Fig . 
4.1, the known inpu t (pump) beam is written as 
1 
2 + c.c. [5 .11] 
where E1o(r) contains the propagation factor as well as describing the 
effect of distortion and of information (spatial) modulation of the 
beam. The oscillation beam which establishes itself in the ring 
oscillator is taken as E2(r,t) and our immediate task is to solve for 
the oscillation condition and the oscillation frequency of this beam. 










H2(r,t) -- w q (t)H (r) 
~ 
a a a 
a 
[5 . 12b] 
where Ea(r) and Ha(r) satisfy the resonator boundary conditions for 
electric and magnetic fields, respectively. f(r) and~ are electric 
and magnetic permittivities, respectively . In addition, 
.... -+ -+ 
-vxE -kH 
a a a 
[5.13a] 
-+ -+ -+ 
'V x H k E 







wa and ka are the radian oscillation frequency and wave number of the 
a-th mode, respectively. The quantities Pa(t) and qa(t) contain the 
temporal information of mode a, including that of the frequency. In 






The resonator contains a distributed polarization field PNL(r,t) due 
to the nonlinear interaction so that Maxwell's equations can be writ-
ten as 
-+-+ a -+ -+ -+ 
~xH - j + at (eE + pnonresonant + PNL) 
-+ -+ -+ -+ aE a -+ 






where a(r) is the effective conductivity that is introduced to account 
for the losses. Using Eqs. [ 5.12] , [ 5 .13] and [ 5.15] , the resonator 
field will satisfy the equation 
-+ 2 1 -+ w q k E - - a -- p E 




Dot multiplying Eq. [5.16) by Eb, integrating over the resonator 





1 a J ~ ~ dv -o wb qb +- pb + at V PNL·E1, E 
~ 
2. 0 
pb + p" -




[ 5 .17] 
Substituting Eq. [5.12a] into Eq. [5 . 15b] and using Eq. [5.12b], then 
the equation 
[5 . 18] 
is obtained. Using Eq. [5.18], Eq. [5.17] becomes (without loss of 
generality, subscript a is used to represent the oscillating mode) 
[5 . 19] 
where Qa-waE/o is the quality factor of the resonator for mode a and 
PN1 (r,t) is the polarization in the photorefractive crystal due to the 
nonlinear interaction between the pump (input) beam E1(r,t) and the 
oscillator field E2(r,t). From [5 . 17] wa is identified as the reson-
ance frequency of mode a in the no loss (Qa~) limit. The distributed 
nonlinear polarization term PN1 (r,t) driving the oscillation of the 
resonator field is that produced by the incidence of the input field 
E1(r,t) on the index grating created photorefractively by the interac-
tion of the field E1(r,t) and the ring oscillator field E2(r,t). 
Assuming only one mode, say a, oscillates, then E2(r,t) is replaced by 
the ath summand in [5.12] and write 
[5.20] 
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where ~n. the index grating formed by the interference of the input 
beam E1o(r)eiw1t and the oscillation field f-l/2pa(t)Ea(r) is given 
by Eq. [3 .2] 
2c i-y 
~n ( r, t) - - --






+ c.c. [5.22] 
where Pa(t) is written as the product of a slowly varying amplitude 
Pa
0
(t) and an optical oscillation term exp(iwt) 
iw 2 t 
p (t) ~ p (t)e 
a ao 
[5.23] 
The sole time dependence of PN1 (r,t) is that of mode a, i.e, of the 
term Pa(t). The time dependence of the input mode E1(r,t) has 
disappeared since E1 appears in [5.22] multiplied by its complex 
conjugate. Another, equivalent way, to explain this fact is that the 
index grating produced by the interference of E1 and Ea (the cavity 
field) is moving since w2fw1 and this velocity is just the right one 
to Doppler shift the incident frequency w1 to w2. 
The oscillator equation, Eq. [5.19) becomes 
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w iw2 t 
Pao(t) + (2iw2+ Q:) pao+ p~oe 
J 
-+ * -+ 2 
2 f ci-y 2 P (t)IE 1 0 ·E I iw2t 0 a ao a 
dV --2 2 1 -+ -+ 2 e -+ 




At steady state Pa• p a vanish, 8/8t -+ iw2 and p (t) - p (oo) ao ao 
const. The oscillation condition [5.24] becomes 
i-yf - i [5.25] 
where in the second equality we used the zero external field (E
0
=0) 




-+ -+ 2 1 -+ -+ 2 
IE1o(r) I +- IP (oo)E (r) I 
f ao a 
so that it is dimensionless and real . 
dV [5.26] 
The left side of [5.25] is a complex number which depends only on 
the passive resonat or parameters and the (yet unknown) oscillation 
frequency w 
2 
According to [5.22] the phase of the right side of 
The frequency w2 will thus adjust itself 
relative tow so as to satisfy [5.25]. Using [5.22] and separating 
1 
the real and imaginary parts of [5.25] leads to 
2 2 
wa - w2 
and 




and since w1 ~ wa, [5.27] and [5.28] can be accurately approximated by 
w 
a 
Cf f-y (w 2 -w 1 )r 0 0 
2f 1 + (w 2 -w 1 )
2
r
2 - w2 - --~l----------~~~J [5.29] 
In the limit ta <<< .,. where ta-Qafwa is the decay time constant of the 
photon density in the ath mode (with no photorefractive interaction) 
By using Eq. [5.28] and [5.29], w can be solved 
[5.30] 
which agrees exactly with the two beam coupling theory analysis, Eq. 
[5. 8]. 
Let us return next to the threshold condition [5.28] . 









where the oscillating electric field of the ath mode is written as, by 
using Eq. [5.12a] 
-+ -+ 
Eosc(r) 
1 -+ -+ 
- p («>)E (r) /f. ao a 
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The start oscillation condition is 
-yo > 
f [1 + 4(w 1 -wa)
2t;] 
2cf f t 






and does not depend on the pumping intensity IEi
0
12 . The is a conse-
quence of the index variation being driven by intensity modulation, 
not absolute intensity. 
Equation [5.35] can be solved for the oscillating field intensity 
inside the resonator 
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2 t c-y f t 
o o o a 
[5.37] 
which is reminiscent of the expression for the power output of homo-
geneously broadened lasers 16 . 
In the above analysis, the change in intensity of both the pump 
and resonator beams in the crystal due to the mutual power exchange is 
neglected. This neglect is well justified near threshold. Another 
important issue is the relationship of distortion (or intentional 
spatial modulation) of the pumping beam Eio on the oscillation. It 
follows from [5.34] that the main effect is to reduce the "projection" 
of Eio on Ea leading to a smaller f
0 
and thus, according to [5.36], to 
a higher threshold. The shape Ea(r) of the oscillating field is not 
affected. This is also the basic operational principle of the wave 
front converter to be discussed in Section (5.4). 
This formalism can be generalised to include higher order modes of 
oscillation and be used to describe resonators with 4-wave mixing 
gain. In the latter case, the nonlinear polarization PNL must include 
all the grating terms involved in the interaction. 
(5.3) Double phase conjugate resonator 
A photorefractive double phase conjugate resonator 6 •1 1 is an 
optical cavity bounded by two phase conjugate mirrors. In the follow-
ing, the experimental and theoretical results concerning the non-
degenerate oscillation, which have been observed to be strongly depen-
dent on the phases of the pumping beams, in a double phase conjugate 
resonator are discussed . 
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Consider the propagation of a probe beam traveling between two 
PCM's pumped at different frequencies. Suppose the first PCM (PCM 1 ) is 
pumping at frequency w1 and the second PCM (PCM2) is pumping at w2 • 
Without loss of generality, the probe is assumed travelling initially 
towards PCM2, and to have frequency w. Using the frequency-flipping 
character of PCM's, (wpump + 6 ~ wpump- 6), the probe frequency has 
become w + 2(w1-w2) after one round trip. After a sufficient number 
of round trips, the frequency of the probe would walk off the gain 
spectrum of both PCM's. In practice, this means that oscillation 
between two PCM's is not possible unless the mirrors are pumped by 
lasers whose frequency spectra overlap appreciably . If at least one of 
the PCM's is self pumped, this condition will be satisfied automatic-
ally. 
With this in mind, the oscillation between a pair of PCM's pumped 
at the same frequency w is analyzed, see Fig . 5.5 . Allowing for possi-
ble non-degenerate oscillation we write the frequency of the field 
propagating from PCM1 to PCM2 as w + 6, with w- 6 the frequency of 
the field travelling in the opposite direction. The net accumulated 
round trip phase change is ~2(-6) - ~1(6) + 26L/c, where ~i(o) is the 
phase change upon reflection from PCMi and L is the cavity length. A 
self-consistent oscillation must satisfy 
~2(-6) - ~1(6) + 26L/c - 2m~ 
where m is an integer. 
[5.38] 
Each of the phase shifts ~i are due to two separate physical 
effects. The first is a dependence on the combined phases of the 
pumping beams. The amplitudes of the three input beams are essentially 
multiplied to give the amplitude of the phase conjugate reflection: 
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Fig. 5.5: Schematic diagram of a double phase conjugate resona-
tor. 
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hence the pump phases, ~1 and ~2, are added to the reflected wave. The 
second effect involves the internal physics of the crystal. When the 
probe beam frequency is offset from that of the pump beams, the re-
fractive index grating responsible for beam coupling moves in space in 
synchroni s m wi th the light interference pattern. The finite response 
time o f the medium implies a phase lag , e, between the interference 
pattern and the index grating16-l7 . 
A general expression for ~i is given in Eq. [4.30]. In the 
undepleted pumps approximation, the phase shift ~i at mirror i is 
[5.39] 
where 9 is given by Eq. [4.13] 
e - lm In l [5.40] 
where r is the ratio of the intensities of the two pumping beams and ~ 
is given by Eq . [3.9] . 
To see the underlying physics of the device more clearly, both 
PCM's are assumed to be the same except for the phases of the pumping 
beams so that 81-82- 8. Since in the photorefractive case e is an odd 
function of 6, Eq. [5.38] can be rewritten as 
-w - 28(6) + 261/c - 2~m [5.41] 
where W ~ ~11 + ~21 - ~12 - ~22· We see that , except for the special 
case W=O, 6 must be non-zero. It also follows from Eq. [5.41] that 
the 6 is periodic in w and 1. 
In the experiment, the response time of the photorefractive medium 
was much greater than the cavity round trip time, so that the term 
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Fig . 5.6: Theoretical plot of frequency detuning in double conju-
gate conjugate resonator and associated reflectivity of 
the phase conjugate mirrors~which it is composed. The 
coupling constant ~0£ for each mirror equals 3. The 
undepleted pumps approximation is used . 
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predicted frequency offset 6 and the associated phase conjugate 
reflectivity as a function of ~ with y £ = -3 0 . In the 
experiment, while it is the oscillation intensity and not the unde-
pleted phase conjugate reflectivity that is measured in the experi-
ment, these two quantities should be at least qualitatively similar. 
Fig. 5.7 is a schematic of our experimental arrangement. The 
output of an argon ion laser running in single longitudinal mode at 
514.5nm was divided at beamsplitter BS into two beams of equal inten-
sity which pumped two crystals of BaTiOs as PCM's. The second set of 
two pumping beams, one for each PCM, was provided by retroreflecting 
mirrors M1 and M2. Mirror M1 was on a piezomount, so that the combined 
pumping beam phase ~ could be controlled by its position. The crystal 
orientations were chosen so that the reflectivity of each PCM to a 
beam arriving from the other was greater than unity. Oscillation beams 
built up in the double phase conjugate resonator, and the parts of 
these beams transmitted through the crystals were made to interfere 
with each other . Detector D1 was used to measure the fringe speed 
from which the detuning 6 was inferred. Detector D2 gave the oscil-
lation intensity. A 100-~m pinhole was used to stabilize oscillation 
in the resonator 18 . The frequency detuning and oscillation intensity 
showed periodicity in ~ with period 2~ (or equivalently in L with 
period A/2). Fig. 5.8 shows one period of detuning 6 and the oscilla -
tion intensity as a function of the combined pumping phase ~- Similar 
experiments in which the oscillation beams heated directly against 
light at the pump frequency wpump split directly off the laser output 
have been performed. The detunings were equal and opposite in sign, 
consistent with the theory . 
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Fig. 5.7: The experimental arrangement used to demonstrate oscil-
lation detuning in the double phase conjugate resona-
tor. An argon ion laser was used at 514.5nm in single 
longitudinal and TEM00 modes. The power output was 100 
milliwatts. Using a Cartesian coordinate system with 
the abscissa coincident with the beam leaving the laser 
locations of the elements measured in centimeters were: 
beam splitter BS1 (0,0), BaTi03 crystal c1 of PCM1 (-
8.9,0), BaTi03 crystal c2 of PCM2 (8.9,7.6), piezo-
mirror M1 (-19,0), mirror M2(17.8,15.3). The c-axis of c1 pointed in the direction of the vector (0.95,-0.30), 
the c-axis of c2 in the direction (0.91,-0.42). The c-
axis is defined here as pointing towards the surface 
which had been connected to the negative electrode at 
poling. A 100-~m pinhole PH was inserted in the resona-
tor to stabilize the oscillation. Detector o1 was 
placed behind aperture A at the output of the inter-
ferometer to measure the detuning. Detector 02 moni-
tored the oscillation intensity using a Fresnel reflec-
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If the detuning effect is thermal in origin, the amount of de-
tuning should be related to the intensity of light in the crystal . 
This possibility may be ruled out by referring to the experimental 
data of Fig. 5.8, which show t hat for each value of total intensity in 
the crystal there are two possible signs for the associated detuning . 
Also, there are values of~ near ±3 where no oscillation is observed. 
This prohibition of oscillation because of an unfavorable pumping 
phase is again inconsistent with a thermal effect . The results are, 
moreover, in qualitative agreement with the theoretical analysis 
above. 
(5.4) Applications 
In this section, two applications of resonators with photorefrac-
tive gain are discussed; they are: (a) the optical path length to 
frequency conversion interferometer; and (b) the one-way, real time 
wave front convertors. Optical bistabilities and associative memories 
will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 , respectively. Other applica-
tions such as distortion correction in laser cavities 19 , laser gyros-
copes10•20, and self-scanning of a cw dye laser 21 - 23 have been repor-
ted separately. 
(5 . 4a) Optical Path Length to Frequency Convertion Interferometers 
In traditional interferometery, changes in optical path length 
cause changes in fringe position at the output of an interferometer . 
This change in fringe position is inferred by intensity measuring 
detectors . The precision of these devices might thus be limited by the 
precision with which intensity measurements can be made. 
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Frequency can often be measured with much higher precision than 
intensity. Therefore an interferometer whose output can be measured 
by a frequency counter will benefit from this improved precision. Many 
types of photorefractive os c illato r including the ring resonator (Fig. 
5 . 3), the double phase conjugate resonator (Fig . 5.7) and the linear 
PPCM4 can be used in this manner 1 • 8 . 
4.4(b) One-way, real time wave front convertors 
Many laser systems give rise to highly distorted laser beams. The 
distortion is due mostly to optical 'imperfections' and aberrations in 
the laser resonator (including those of the pumped gain medium) or in 
transmission through a distorting medium. The question arises as to 
the possibility of beam 'cleanup', i.e . , of improving the spatial 
properties of the beam, in real time. 
A number of schemes were described recently in which Stimu-
lated Raman Scattering (SRS) was used to amplify a 'clean' Stokes seed 
beam by a highly distorted pump beam24 . The basic physical idea is 
that power can be transferred continuously from the distorted pump beam 
to the Stokes beam without transferring the phase, i.e., distortion of 
the former. The distortion phase increment is transferred, instead to 
the locally excited molecular vibration. 
The mathematical nature of the Raman (or Brillouin) nonlinearity 
is similar to that of the photorefractive effect. In each of these the 
presence of two beams 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ i(w 1 t-k 1 ·r) 
E1 (r,t) 2 Elo(r) e + c.c. [5.42a] 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 1 ~ ~ i(w2t-k2 ·r) 
and E2 (r,t) 2 E2o(r) e + c.c. [5.42b) 
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where w' is some characteristic frequency of the medium, r is a 
damping time, and ~· represents the strength of the coupling between 
E10 and E20 , wh ich is related to the physical mechanism of the 
nonlinear interaction and where for the sake of simplicity we adopted 
scalar notation. The imaginary part of PNL• in quadrature with E20 , 
gives rise to an amplification of E2o (the Stokes beam) by E10 . This 
polarization then radiates thus causing transfer of power from w1 to 
This formal similarity between SRS and photorefractive two-beam 
coupling suggests that one can achieve beam cleanup using photo-
refractive nonlinear optical techniques. An advantage of using a 
photorefractive medium is that it can be operated at low power, mW, 
while SRS requires high beam power to reach the threshold. 
In the experiment the cleaned up beam does not result from injec-
ting and amplifying a seed input 26 but is a self generated a mode of 
an optical resonator pumped by the distorted beam. The experimental 
setup is similar to Fig . 5.9. The distorted pump beam E10 is incident 
on a poled BaTi03 crystal placed inside a ring oscillator. The photo-
refractive two-beam coupling described in Chapter 3 provides gain 
which enables a mode E2o of the ring resonator to oscillate. The 
spatial characteristics of the mode E2o are determined by the resona-







Fig. 5.9 Schematic diagram of a wave front convertor . 
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A fundamental figure of merit for the wavefront converter is the 
ratio G of the photometric brightness (W/m2 -Sr) of the output beam to 
that of the input. This ratio is 
G - [ :: J [ : ~ r [ :~ J [5.44] 
where eo and ei refer to the beam spreading angle at the output and 




i are the respective beam 
' ' 
diameters and powers. We note that in passive optical systems G<l. 
In the experiment a TEMoo mode Argon laser beam (514.5nm, SOrnW, 
beam diameter l.Smm and beam divergence .5 mrad) was passed through a 
distorting medium. The distortion media used in these experiments were 
prepared by etching pieces of glass (lmrn thickness) in 48% hydro-
floric acid for 1 min. A piece of etched glass can cause the beam 
divergence to increase to about 50 mrad. A ring resonator (L - 40crn) 
was placed about Scm behind the distortion medium. The ring resonator 
consists of two 99% reflecting mirrors, a variable beam splitter (VBS) 
serving as the output coupler, and a poled BaTiOs crystal. By introdu-
cing an intracavity aperture with a diameter <Q.4mm, the higher order 
modes of the ring resonator were suppressed and oscillation in a 
steady TEM 00 -like mode resulted. Several types of distorting media 
(both thin and thick) have been used. 
The very considerable improvement in the spatial characteristics 
of the mode is evident in a comparison between Fig. S.lO(f) and 
S . lO(g). The output (oscillating beam) beam has beam waist and diver-
gency equal to .4mrn and 1.15 mrad respectively. The maximum power 
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Fig. 5.10 
(a) Undistorted laser beam; 
(b) laser beam after passing 
through a distortion medium 
without correction; 




(d) laser beam after passing thr-
ough a distortion medium formed 
by two pieces of etched glass 
stacked together; 
(f) laser beam after passing 
through a thick distortion 
formed by three pieces of 
etched glass, each of them 
separated by 1 inch; 
(e) the corresponding corrected 
output beam; 
(g) the corresponding corrected 
output beam. 
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conversion efficiency ~-P0/Pi measured was 15% which corresponding in 
a wavefront conversion figure of merit G-4000. This is to be compared 
with the results using spatial filtering techniques which yield ~<0.1% 
and G<l. 
The power conversion efficiency ~ of the wave front converter can 
be calculated from a recent theory for photorefractively pumped oscil-
lators 3 • 8 • Such a theory leads to a result 
(1-R) 
[ 
2~ 2f J 0 0 
- 1 [5.45] 
R 1 - R e-cx2 
where w1 and w2, we recall, are the frequencies of the pump and the 
oscillation beam respectively, t2 is the photon life time of the 
passive ring resonator, and f
0 
is the overlap integral given by Eq. 
[5.34] . We note that the effect of distortion of the pump beam E1o is 
to reduce the "projection" of E1o on E2o leading to a smaller f
0 
and 
thus to a smaller conversion efficiency. 
Fig. 5.11 shows a plot of the measured power conversion efficiency 
of our device as well as the theoretical values from Eq. [5.45], we 
noted that the coupling constant r2 equals to 
[5.46] 
The theoretical curves agree quite well with experimental data when cxf 
1.11 and ri- 3.6. From independent experiments, we also measured a2 
- 1.11 and ri- 3.4. 
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.4 .6 .8 1.0 
Transmittance of Output Coupler, T 
Fig. 5.11: Conversion efficiency ~versus transmittance T-1-R of 
the output coupler (VBS). (+) and (•) are experimetal 
points using ring oscillator (Fig. S~ ) and ring PPCM 
(Fig . ~.~d) . The continous lines are theoretial plots 
based on Eq. (5.45], for a.£-1.11, and ~e-3. 3, 3. 6 and 
3.9. 
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From Eq. [5.45], the maximum conversion efficiency, ~max• is 
derived for given ai and ri, 
ai ri 
e - e + e (ai+ri) J _ 2 
at the transmitivity of the output coupler, ~ax• 




- e + e 




Theoretical plots of ~max and Tmax as a function of ri for various ai 
are shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13 respectively. We note that ~max is 
saturated for given ai. On the other hand, the ai should not 
be too small because it is required for the photorefractive effect. 
Other resonator configurations instead of a ring oscillator have 
also been employed, Fig. 5.14. These included the linear, the semi-
linear, the ring cavity and the two interaction region PPCMs which are 
discussed in section 4.6. They all led to impressive spatial mode 
cleanup but with smaller power conversion (~6%). This may be due to 
the fact that in these cases a good deal of power is phase conjugated 
back to the pump. One advantage of the devices in Fig. 5.14c and 5.14d 
is that they can be pumped with light sources of short coherent length 
or even with mode locked laser light 28 • This is because of the semi-
linear and the ring PPCM used dynamic transmission holograms which are 
insensitive to vibration. 
The small frequency shift (section 5.1) between the pump and the 
oscillating beam which exists in these oscillators (a few Hz) is 
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Fig. 5.12: Maximum conversion efficiency ~max versus modified 
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Fig. 5.13: Transmitivity of output coupler at maximum conversion 













Fig. 5.14: Wave front converters using other oscillation config-
urations: (a) linear PPCM with output taken from the 
self-induced pumping beam (b) linear PPCM with a self-
induced oscillation (c) semi-linear PPCM with an self-
induced oscillation (d) ring PPCM with a self-induced 
oscillation (e) two interaction region PPCM with a 
self-induced oscillation. 
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Chapter 6: Optical bistability with 
self-pumped phase conjugate mirrors 
In chapter 4, it was already mentioned that at large coupling 
constants ~1 and at certain regions of probe and pumping beam ratios, 
1 2 
both the magnitude and the phase of the phase conjugate beam theore-
tically have multiple solutions. However, so far, these multiple 
solutions have not been experimentally verified. 
This chapter, instead of seeking the 'intrinsic' multiple solu-
tions in four-wave mixing, will study the bistability of a self-pumped 
phase conjugate mirror with nonlinear feedback. The results have 
potential applications in the fields of optical memory, switching 
devices, and pattern recognition. In the following, two kinds of 
bistable devices will be described. They are: (6.1) bistability of a 
3 
self-pumped phase conjugate mirror with a feedback erasing beam; and 
(6.2) bistable oscillations with a self-pumped phase conjugate 
• • 
m~rror. 
(6.1) Bistability and hysteresis of a semilinear self-pumped phase 
conjugate mirror with a feedback erase beam 
The basic experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.1. The Argon 
laser (514nm) beam after passing through polarizer P1 is polarized in 
the plane of the figure. The poled BaTi0 3 crystal and the curved 
mirror M2 form the semilinear passive phase conjugate mirror as 
Fig . 6 . 1 
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VB.S. A/4 M1 PLATE 
The experimental arrangement of the optical bistable 
device. The laser used in the experiment is an argon ion 
laser operating at 488nm wavelength and 2.3 mm beam diame-
ter. The incident laser beam power on the crystal is 340 
mW. The crystal is a poled BaTi03 crystal with dimension 
5x5x4 mm and the C-axis is parallel to the 5mm surface. M2 
is the curved mirror with radius of curvature Scm . BS is a 
beam splitter. P1 and P2 are polarizing beam splitters. 
VBS is the variable beam splitter. M1 is a mirror . A 
Pockels cell was used as a quarter-wave plate. 
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described in section 4.6. The light beam from the laser after passing 
through the 
5 
crystal generates a broad fan of amplified scattering 
toward the external curved mirror which is used to reflect the fanning 
light back into the crystal. This seeds oscillation between the crys-
tal and the curved mirror. This oscillation composed of beams A1 and 
A2 is supported by a phase grating formed inside the crystal so that 
light is continuously diffracted from the input beam A4 by the grating 
into the oscillation cavity. The oscillating beams inside the cavity 
supply the necessary pumping to generate the phase conjugate beam A3 
monitored by detector 0 1 . Simultaneously, an orthogonally polarized 
light beam is fed back by the mirror M1 into the crystal to erase the 
phase grating. This feedback beam is attenuated by the variable beam 
splitter VBS. The detector D2 detects the reflection of the feedback 
erase beam from the crystal surface. The polarizer P2 is used to 
discriminate the phase conjugate output from the feedback erase beam. 
An orthogonally polarized erase beam is used to ensure that it only 
erases the phase grating and does not write its own grating. This is a 
result of the small electrooptic coefficient of the crystal at this 
polarization. In fact, we demonstrated experimentally that the device 
works if we simply remove the polarizer P1 and P2, and replace the 
VBS, M1 , and quarter wave plate by a single VBS which controls the 
feedback erase beam. In the latter case, the VBS is tilted at a small 
angle so that detector D1 does not detect the reflected beam from the 
VBS. The bistable behavior can be explained as follows. 
The plane wave theory of the semilinear PPCM has been described in 
Ref. 6. The threshold coupling strength above which it is possible for 
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the semilinear PPCM to operate is given by 
(1 + M2)
112ln [ 
(1 + M )1/2 _ 1 l (-yi)t 2 [ 6 .1] M )1/2 (1 + + 1 2 
The fanning effect, interpreted as the two beam coupling amplifi-
cation of scattered light may also be described in terms of this 
coupling constant and the fraction x of the incident intensity lin 
scattered by the crystal into the fanning direction. If x is assumed 
small, then the intensity If of light leaving the crystal as amplified 
scattering may be expressed as (similar to the t wo-beam coupling 
expression shown in Eq. [3.14]) 
I. 
~n 
[6 . 2] 
In reality, the fanning light is generated in a wide solid angle. 
Since the coupling constant -y depends on the direction of the wav e 
vector of the grating it describes, the above description of fanning 
in terms of a single value of the coupling constant is necessarily 
approximate . 
The oscillation beams A1 and A2 are generally confined to a smal -
ler solid angle so that the description of the semilinear mirror in 
terms of a single coupling constant is more accurate, though still 
approximate . Also these models assume that the beam intensities are 
uniform across their phase fronts where in reality the beams are at 
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least approximately Gaussian. These approximations, notwithstanding, 
still allow us to proceed to a qualitative understanding of the opera-
tion of the device. 
An experimental curve is shown in Fig. 6.2, which was taken by 
continuously changing the reflectivity of the VBS. At point A the 
intensity of the erase beam is zero, and we have pure semilinear 
mirror operation. As the attenuation of the VBS is decreased the 
intensity Ie of the erase beam rises. This beam does not contribute to 
the writing of any significant gratings, since it is of ordinary 
polarization; its effect is to saturate the coupling constant 
(-y.£) 
0 
[ 6. 3] 
where I+ is the total intensity of beams A1, A2, A3 and A4 participa-
ting in four wave mixing in the PPCM. As Ie rises the phase conjugate 
reflectivity drops. When the point B is reached, the coupling strength 
is driven below threshold, the PPCM stops working and the reflectivity 
falls to zero at point C. The light in the crystal-M2 cavity is now 
just due to fanning, not oscillation. Mirror M2 reflects this light 




Now as the intensity of the erase beam is decreased, the fanning 
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The experimental data of phase conjugate output against 
the transmitted erase beam power. The o and • are the 
points taken when the erase beam is increasing and 
decreasing respectively. 
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not again reappear until the point D when the coupling constant again 
reaches threshold and jumps with the collapse of the fanning into 
oscillation to a value well above threshold corresponding to reflec-
tivity at point E. 
On the basis of this explanation it might be expected that with 
the transitions between fanning and PPCM operation, the erase beam 
intensity Ie should also change discontinuously. That such a jump in 
Ie is not observed experimentally is somewhat surprising, and is the 
subject of current investigations. 
In the experiment, a temporal oscillation of phase conjugate 
output with period 8.0±0.5 seconds was also observed. The period of 
oscillation was inversely proportional to the input laser power and 
independent of the feedback erase beam power. The cause of this oscil-
lation at the output may be due to the mode competition in the multi-
7 
mode oscillation cavity (crystal-curved mirror). 
This device has two distinctive features: 
(1) since beams A1 and A 2 , Ag and A 4 are phase conjugate pairs, any 
phase aberration along these optical paths can be easily 
corrected. 
(2) the 'ON' and 'OFF' state can be controlled by any incoherent light 
or even with light of a different wavelength as long as it can 
erase the grating inside the crystal. 
A typical measured rise time and erase time curve of the device in 
Fig. 6.1 are shown in Fig. 6.3a and 6.4a. Since neither of these 
curves is exponential , we arbitrarily define the time required to 






















Fig . 6 . 3 
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(a) A typical turn on time curve of the device in Fig. 6.1 
(b) An e xperimental plot of rise time constant against the 
incident beam power in the absence of an erase beam . 
The slope of the best fit straight line is 0.74. The 
crystal used in the experiment is a BaTi03 crystal. 
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(a) A typical turn off curve of the device in Fig. 6.1 . 
(b) An e xperimental plot of the erase time constant 
against the erase beam power for sev eral incident beam 
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and the erase time constant te, respectively. Fig. 6.3b shows a plot 
of the measured rise time constant against input beam power with no 
erase beam. Except at very high or very low beam power, the data may 
be described moderately well with a straight line which corresponds 
to the relationship tri
0
°· 74- constant. Fig. 6.4b illustrates the 
measured erase time constant against the erase beam power for various 
input beam power 1
0 
. The curves indicate the time constant is longer 
for larger 1
0 
with the same erase beam power. The erase time constant 
seems to be bounded by certain limit even at very high erase beam 
power, which may be due to a carrier saturation effect in the photore-
fractive crystal. 
Fig. 6.5 illustrates a proposed switching scheme. By adjusting the 
VBS and the average input power of the control beam to the point where 
the device will be operate at the hysteresis region of Fig. 6 . 2 . Then 
the input and output are related in fig. 6.6. 
The bistable behavior reported in this experiment is unrelated to 
that observed in previous experiments with a Fabry-Perot cavity invol-
s 
ving a photorefractive LiNbOs waveguide in which at low optical 
powers, the change in refractive index in the intracavity medium was 
found to be intensity dependent, giving rise to standard Fabry-Perot 
bistability. The mechanism is also quite different from another pro-
9 
posed bistable device in which light fed back to a fanning crystal 
discourages that fanning. 
Fig. 6.5 









The proposed experimental arrangement to switch the bista-






























The input/output relationship of the device, where t, te 
and tr are the switching pulse width, the erase and the 
rise times constants of the device respectively. 
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(6.2) Bistable oscillations with a self-pumped phase conjugate mirror 
The dev ice s hown i n Fig . 6 . 7 is based on a ring self-pumped phase 
conjugate mirror discribed in section 4.6. The oscillation takes place 
in the resonator consis t ing of the crystal and mirrors M1 and M2 with 
Po serving as the pump beam. This oscillation is referred to as the 
primary one and results in the appearance of a phase conjugate re-
flected beam P1 . Since Po and P1 are a phase conjugate pair they 
should be capable of acting as pump beams for oscillation between a 
10 
mirror (say M3) and the pumped crystal This is verified experimen-
tally and that oscillation in an auxiliary resonator (crystal-M3 ) can 
be sustained by the primary oscillation in the ring resonator . 
However, if two auxiliary resonators were set up, the second one 
involving the crystal and M4 , then the two secondary oscillations 
cannot coexist, the result being a bistable mode of oscillation. 
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.7. The Argon ion 
laser (514nm , Po~lOmW) was operated in a TEMoo mode, but i n a multi-
longitudinal mode (without etalon) so that the coherent length Lc of 
the laser beam was about 7cm. The length of the ring cavity for the 
primary oscillation was L-34.5cm. The distances of the two auxiliary 
mirrors M3 and M4 from the crystal were Ll-14cm and L2~20.Scm respec-
tively . They were used to form auxiliary oscillations with the crys-
tal. Notice that 
i-1,2 
Fig . 6.7 
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are mirrors of reflectivity ~ 1. B1 , Bz 
and B3 are beam blocks. 
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[6.5) 
These numbers are important in explaining the observed bistable 
behavior. Let P o be the power of the pumping laser beam , P 1 the power 
of the reflected phase conjugate beam, P 2 the power of the beam 
circulating anti-clockwise in the ring cavity, P3 the power of oscil-
lation between the crystal and mirror Ma, and P 4 the power of 
oscillation between the crystal and mirror M4 • B1, B2 and B3 are beam 
blocks used to study the bistable oscillations. The experimental 
procedures and results are as follows: 
[1] Initially B1, B2 and Ba were inserted i.e., in the blocking 
position (• and o represent block and unblock in Fig. 6.8). 
[2] When B1 was removed, the primary oscillation built up. The phase 
-2 
conjugate reflectivity was about 1.26xl0 The small phase 
conjugate reflectivity was due to a slight intentional mis-
alignment of the primary oscillation by tilting M2 horizontally. 
[3] When B2 was removed, oscillation between the crystal and Ma built 
up, and P3 increased. Simultaneously, P 1 increased substantially 
and P2 decreased. It seems that the auxiliary oscillation at Ma 
dominated over the primary oscillation. The reason may be due to 
misalignment of the primary oscillation and the self-alignment of 
the auxiliary oscillation, so that the latter had an effectively 
larger coupling constant. P2 decreased because its corresponding 
grating was partially washed out by the strong auxiliary oscilla-
tion beam. 
(4] When B3 was removed, the system remained unchanged and no oscil-
Fig . 6.8 
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P1 is the power of the phase conjugate beam, P2 is the 
power of the beam circulating anti-clockwise in the ring 
cav ity, P3 is the power of oscillation between the crystal 
and mirror M3 , and P4 is the power of oscillation between 
the crystal and mirror M4 . • and o represent the Bi is 
inserted and removed respectively. 
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lation between the crystal and M4 was observed. 
[5] When Bz was inserted, the intensity of the oscillation at M3 died 
out (Ps~O) and P1 decreased drastically, which shows that the 
major contribution to P1 came from the oscillation between the 
crystal and Ms. Pz increased due to the absence of the auxiliary 
oscillation, and oscillation at M4 began to build up. Conse-
quently, P1 and P4 increased and Pz decreased to the steady state 
value (same steady state value as in step [3]). 
[6] When Bz was removed, the system remained unchanged and no oscil-
lation between the crystal and M3 was observed. 
This cycle can be repeated indefinitely. These two auxiliary oscilla-
tions can be considered as two separate bistable states of the system : 
when the system, originally at one state, is disturbed, it will switch 
to the other state and remain in that state even when the disturbance 
is removed. 
A complete theory of this phenomenon would require the solution of 
eight coupled wave equations. Nevertheless, a qualitative understan-
ding of the system can be deduced by making some reasonable approxima-
tions. 
A necessary condition for oscillation is that after a complete 
round trip the beam amplitude return to its original value, i.e. gain 
equals loss. Near the threshold of the auxiliary oscillation, the 
oscillations are assumed to be pumped by a phase conjugate pair of 
11 
beams in the main ring resonator with a beam ratio r given approxi-
mately by P 2 /Po. Since the oscillation beams are weak compared to the 
pumping beams at the threshold, the undepleted pump approximation 
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J(O) e > _1_"" 1.24 
J(O) - 1 M T2 
[6. 6] 1 R-
where , from Eq. [3.11] 
J
-yi 
J(O) - 0 
e-x dx 
[6.7] 
and M includes the loss due to the finite reflectivity of the cavity 
mirror and the loss due to diffraction, T is the Fresnel transmittance 
of the crystal surface. From a separate experiment, we measured -yi.=5.2 
and ai.~l.ll for the same beam geometry. A theoretical plot of Eq. (2) 
for -yi.~5.2 and ai.-1.11 is shown in Fig . 6.9. With the pump ratio 
-2 
r=l.26xl0 R>l.24 (point A), and oscillation can occur. Now the 
question why there is no oscillation build up in step [4] and step 
[6], is addressed. There are two reasons: (a) Due the auxiliary oscil-
-3 
lation at M3 , r drops to 6.63xl0 and (b) From Eq. (1), the auxiliary 
oscillation at M3 is incoherent with the auxiliary oscillation at M4, 
so that P3 can act as an erase beam for P4 . As the result, the effec-
tive coupling constant for the auxiliary oscillation at M4 was 
3 
reduced 
(-yi.)eff- Erase beam intensity 








Fig . 6.9 
0.01 0.02 
Pumping Beams Ratio, r 
Theoretical plots of reflectivity R versus ring phase 
conjugate mirror reflectivity r for ~i-4.64 and 5.2. For 
R>l.24, oscillation can occur . 
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where (~.£) 0 is the coupling constant without an erase beam. Therefore, 
the net result is R<l.24 {point B) and no oscillation can occur. Step 
[5] can also be explained in the similar way: when B2 was inserted, 
the effective coupling constant increased from 4.64 to 5.2 (point B to 
point C). The beam ratio r increased gradually as the primary oscil-
lation built up (P2 increased) and eventually at R>l.24, the auxiliary 
oscillation began to build up {point C to point A). 
If the crystal does not have any pre-written grating except that 
corresponding to the primary oscillation, then the system does not 
prefer one oscillation state over the other. A small intensity probe 
beam can then be used to selectively excite one of the auxiliary 
oscillations. This was also experimentally observed. In the next 
chapter this bistable oscillations is proved useful as a thresholding 
element in an associative memory. 
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Chapter 7: Mathematical operations on images 
In recent years, photorefractive crystals have been used to per-
form various real-time image processing ope rat ions. For example, real 
time convolution and correlation1 , edge enhancement 2 , image subtrac-
tion3, differentiation•, divisions, and inversion6 have been demons-
trated . In this chapter, some mathematical operations on images will 
be discussed. In section 7 . la, an interferometer using a self-pumped 
phase conjugate mirror is described, which produces the real time 
'exclusive or' operation and image subtraction7 - 8 • Also, results of 
intensity inversion and image differentiation are shown Section 7 . lb 
and 7.lc, respectively. Methods of extending the operation to higher 
order differentiation and of obtaining the Laplacian are also discus-
sed 
(7.1) Real time image subtraction and 'exclusive or' operation 
Fig. 7.1 illustrates the system for 'exclusive or' operation . A 
plane wave with amplitude Ein is split by beam splitter BS1 whose 
reflection and transmission coefficients are equal to r and t, respec-
tively . Without making any assumptions, let r' and t' be the amplitude 
reflection and transmission coefficients for wave incident from the 
opposite sides of the beamsplitter . Each of the two resultant waves 
then passes through a transparency with amplitude transmittance T1 fo r 
beam 1 and T2 for beam 2. The two beams are then reflected by a self-




Fig. 7 . 1: Experimental arrangement to demonstrate the exclusive or 
operation. 
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reflectivities R1 and R2 for beam 1 and beam 2 respectively.(R1 and R2 
are in general not the same) The phase conjugated beams recombine 
interferometrically at beam splitter BS1 to form an output field 
intensity lout at detector D1 given by 
[7.1] 
where I. - IE. 12 
~n ~n 
From Stokes' principle of the time reversibility of light 
so that 
, * * 
r t + r t 0 [ 7. 2 J 
[7.3] 
If the two phase conjugate reflectivities are identical, i.e. R1 =R 2 =R, 
then 




where @ represents the Boolean 'exclusive or' operation. This is the 
main result. Similarly, the field intensity I' measured by detector D2 
is 
[ 7. 6 J 
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The ~phase shift between the complex fields of the two images, which 
is the key element of the 'exclusive or' operation, is introduced 
naturally by the time reversibility of light. This is the essential 
difference between this method and other methods 3 in which the ~ phase 
shift was artificially provided by a piezo-electric mirror or an 
electro-optical modulator. This device is only sensitive to intensity 
differences of the two transparencies and is independent of the phase 
information of the transparencies or the optical path lengths of the 
two arms. 
In the experiment, a single TEMoo mode Argon laser beam (5145A, 
50mW) was expanded and split into two beams by 50% beam splitter BS 1 . 
Each beam was then passed through separate transparencies T1 and T2 . A 
lens L (f=30cm) was used to focus the two expanded beams which were 
adjusted to overlap completely inside the poled BaTiOs crystal. The 
crystal was then aligned to form a self-pumped phase conjugate 
mirrorP by setting the angles between the beams and the crystal C-
axis to 81-50° and 82-40°. The two image bearing beams were phase 
conjugated simultaneously with no cross talk10 . The magnitude of the 
phase conjugate reflectivities of beam 1 and beam 2 were approximate-
ly the same and equal to 25%. The phases of the complex phase conju-
gate reflection coefficients of the two beams were also the same, 
since the PPCM regarded the combination of the two input beams as a 
single complex input wave, and since the beams overlapped in the 
crystal, they were both reflected from the same set of gratings.t The 
phase conjugate reflected image bearing beams were then combined 
interferometrically at the beam splitter BS 1 . The two transparencies 
t Another method for obtaining phase locking between the two phase 
conjugate beams is described in Ref. 11, in which a self induced 
oscillation locks the relative phase between the two phase conjugate 
beams . 
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and the detectors were placed close to the beam splitters to reduce 
diffraction aberration. 
The transparencies T1 and T2 used in the experiment were pictures 
of a semicolon and a colon, respectively. The phase conjugate images 
of these two transparencies are shown in Figs. 7.2a and 7 . 2b, respec-
tively. Fig. 7.2c is the image detected by D1, which represents the 
'exclusive or operation' (or, in this case, image subtraction) between 
the two images, IT1I 2®IT2I 2 . Fig. 7.2d is the image recorded by D2, 
which represents I 1Tll 2+1ri 2 (IT21 2 -IT11 2)1 2 , and it is proportional to 
the sum of intensities, I IT1I 2+IT2I 2 12 , when lrl 2-.5. Slight edge 
enhancement effects 2 were also observed in these figures, which are 
probably due to large object beam intensities as compared to the 
weaker pump beam intensities. These results are independent of the 
optical path lengths of either beam between the BS1 and the crystal . 
The response time of the self-pumped phase conjugate mirror obeyed 
approximately the relation T ~ 10/I s, where I is the total intensity 
of the interaction beams in mWjmm2 . 
(7.2) Real-time intensity inversion 
Optical intensity inversion was also observed by simply removing 
transparency T2 so that the intensity detected by D1 is proportional 
to ll-IT1 12 12 , whose result follows from Eq. [7.3] when we put 
IT2I 2-l. Figs. 7.3a and 7.3b are the phase conjugate images of a 
uniform illumination and a resolution chart, respectively. Fig. 7.3c 
is the intensity inverted image detected by 0 1 . Fig. 7.3d is the 
image addition observed by detector D2 , which is proportional to 
(a) Image of a semicolon after 
phase conjugation; 
(c) Image subtraction of the 
semicolon and the colon; 
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Fig. 7. 2 
(b) Image of a colon after phase 
conjugation; 
(d) Image detected by detector n
2
. 
(a) Image of the uniform 
illumination after phase 
conjugation. 
(c) Intensity inversion of the 
resolution chart . 
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Fig. 7 . 3 
(b) Image of resolution chart 
after phase conjugation. 
(d) Intensity addition of the 
resolution chart and the 
uniform illumination. 
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ll+IT11 2 12 -
Intensity inversion by a different method which uses four wave 
mixing was reported recently by Ochoa et al. 6 In their method the 
object beam intensity is required to be much higher than that of the 
reference beam in order to ensure that the diffraction efficiency of 
the index grating is inversely proportional to the object beam inten-
sity. 
(7.3) Real-time image differentiation 
The differential of a function I(x,y) can be approximated to any 
degree of accuracy by using finite differences. Using such a method, 
the first and second-order differentials are given by 
8I(x,y) 
ax 






[ 7. 7] 
[ 7. 8] 
Therefore, the differential of any order can be obtained by adding 
and subtracting various shifted images of a pattern function. 
The experimental arrangement used to perform first-order differen-
tiation, which is very similar to Fig. 7.1, is shown in Fig. 7.4. 
Since the transparency is not placed at the intersection of the two 
beams, each beam reads a slightly shifted image of the other. The two 
images are then focused down into the BaTi0 3 crystal which through 
total internal reflection forms a self pumped phase conjugate mirror. 
The phase conjugate images are thus phase locked and can recombine at 
BS 1 , giving an output amplitude which is proportional to the first 
Fig. 7.4 
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Experimental arrangement used to demonstrate first order 
image differentiation. 
(a) Image of a rectangle after 
phase conjugation. 





(b) Image of Fig. 6(a) after 
first-order differentiation. 
a 





order differential. Results are given in Fig. 7.5. Also given in 
Fig . 7.5(d) is (8/8x + 8/8y) obtained by shifting the images by ~x+~y. 
Fig . 7 . 6 gives the set up used to perform second-order image dif-
ferentiation. The two outside beams read T(x+~x.y) and T(x-~x,y), 
while the center beam reads T (x, y). The reflectivity of beam splitter 
BS2 is 50%, giving an output amplitude at BS1 proportional to the 
second order differential. 
I a I IT(x+~x,y)l 2 +IT(x-~x,y)l 2 -21T(x,y)l 2 12 out [7. 9] 
Results are given in Fig. 7.7. 
Extensions to higher order image differentiation can be obtained 
by adding up appropriately shifted images into two groups which are 
then subtracted at the final beam splitter. While the final beam 
splitter reflectivity can be arbitrary the remaining ones must have 
their reflectivities chosen to perform the image additions in the 
correct proportions . The many shifted images required for higher order 
derivatives may cause difficulties in focusing all the images into a 
single crystal. In that case two or more crystals phase locked 
through spontaneous oscillations 14 could be used to handle the many 
images. Efforts are also under way to couple the multiple images into 
the crystal using a single optical fiber. 
Using methods similar to those used for image differentiation a 
device can b e constructed whose output amplitude is proportional to 
V2 I(x,y), where I-IT(x,y)l 2 . A beam is expanded and split into two 
beams. One of the beams will read T(x,y). The other beam will be 
split into four beams of equal intensity using 50% beam splitters. 
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Fig. 7 . 6 Experimental arrangement used to demonstrate second order 
image differentiation. 
Fig. 7.7 Image of Fig . 7(a) after second order differentiation . 
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These beams will then read images of T(x,y) shifted by ~x or ~y. 
These beams will then recombine at the first beam splitter giving an 
output proportional to V2 I(x,y). 
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Chapter 8: Associative holographic memories 
Recently there has been a strong interest in the area of associa-
tive memories. 1 - P These are memories in which a stored piece of 
information or "message" can be retrieved whole in response to a 
partial or similar input. The memory yields the stored message which 
most "closely" resembles the input. In this chapter, we assume that 
the information can be encoded into two-dimensional pictorial images. 
These images are stored in a multiple- exposure hologram. Such a 
hologram will be used in all the schemes discussed in the following. A 
method to retrieve the stored images in which the brightness of each 
retrieved image is proportional to the overlap integral of that stored 
image and the input image is described. By adding a threshold effect 
to this operation, an all-optical associative holographic memory of 
more than one overlapped images is demonstrated for the first time. 
(8.1) Holographic images storage 
In all the schemes that will be discussed in the next sections, a 
storage element that can store a large number of messages is used. For 
example, a large number of messages can be stored if the storage 
element is a volume transmission hologram. Figure 8.1 shows how a 




(a plane wave, for example,). The direction of the reference beam is 
different for each stored message. The result is a volume index varia-
tion hologram, 














Information recorded in a fixed hologram ~n. Ei is the 
beam carrying the information and Eio is the reference 
beam. The angle between Eio and Ei is sufficiently large 
to prevent spillover of information in the memory applica-
tion into the zero order mode. 
N 




where N is the number of recorded messages. There are several methods 
of making mul tiple holograms. For example, 500 fixed holograms, each 
with more than 2.5% diffraction efficiency, have been recorded in 
heated Fe-doped LiNb03
10 , and the recording of more than 10 holograms, 
each with 20% difraction efficiency, in dichromated gelatin11 has been 
reported. 
(8.2) Experimental demonstration of associative holographic memory 
This section describes the first experimental demonstration of an 
all-optical associative holographic memory where storage of more than 
one overlapped images is reportedt. Extension of this method to a 
large number of stored messages is also discussed. 
The basic premise of this associative memory is as follows: A 
large number, N, of images ("messages") is stored in a volume hologram 
using the method described in the previous section. In the retrieval 
step, the hologram is illuminated with the "partial" input E'. This 
results in N distinct beams each centered angularly about a direction 
of one of the reference beams Eio used in the recording step. Spatial 
filtering of these beams results in an optical field comprising the 
ensemble of original reference beams Eio used to record the individual 
message Ei. Due to a volume overlap effect basic to the hologram, the 
most intense of these reference beams is that whose corresponding 
stored message most closely resembles the partial input. All that 
remains is to employ thresholding or some other equivalent nonlinear 
t The demonstration of storage and retrieval of more than one image is 
pivotal since the absence of "cross contamination" of messages is a 
prerequisite to an associative memory. 
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effect to squelch all but the most intense reference beam, say Ejo• 
and then use it to illuminate the storage hologram (or a suitable 
equivalent), thereby obtaining a unique reproduction of the desired 
message Ej most closely resembling the partial input E'. 
The principle of operation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 
8 . 2. The partial input image beam E' is incident on the hologram, 
thereby giving rise to a diffracted field consisting of a group of N 
beams, each radiated by a polarization term 
* P; ~ E'(~n). ~ E'E.E. 
.L ~ ~ ~0 
-+ *-+ -+ 
A'(r')A.(r')A. (r') e 
~ ~0 
-ik . . -:;. 
~0 
-+ 




-+ -+ -+ 
A. ( r') exp (- ik. · r' ) 
~ ~ 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
E' ( r' ) ~ A' ( r') exp (- ik. · r') 
~ 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
E . (r') 
~0 
A. ( r') exp (- ik. · r' ) 
~0 ~0 
(8.2] 
where r' are the coordinates of points in the hologram, and the k's 
correspond to the principal direction of propagation of the respective 
wave. The polarization Pi radiates a beam which propagates essentially 
in the direction of the reference beam Eio with a certain angular 
spread caused by the spatial modulation due to A'Ai*· The distribution 
of this diffracted beam in the far field (or the focal plane of a 















N * _LE i Ei0+c c 1=1 
......---------
~ . . . 
~ 
Converts each 
l ight beam 
to a uniform 
illumination 
Schematic diagram of image comparison using feedback from 
optical fibers . 
Fig . 8 . 3 Experimental arrangement of image comparison using feed-
back from optical fibers. 
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where V is the volume of the hologram and r-lrl where -r is the 
coordinate of a general point in. the observation plane. For the proper 
choice of reference beams, these diffracted beams are angularly and 
spatially distinct. Each of these beams is then converted to a plane 
wave propagating opposite to Eio· This can be done by spatial filter-
ing and retroreflection. The result of the spatial filtering is a 
plane-like wave propagating along the direction of each original Eio 




-+ *-+ -+ 
A' ( r' ) A. ( r' ) A. ( r' ) dx' dy' dz ' 
1 10 
[8.4] 
Assuming equal reflection and spatial filtering losses (or gain) for 
the beams, each retroreflected plane wave is thus proportional to 
E(i) ex: 
Refl 
* E. J. 
10 1 
[8. 5] 
Assuming some thresholding devices will select the most intense of 
these plane waves, the one with the biggest Ji, and completely 
suppress the remaining ones, the surviving plane wave is allowed to 
fall again on the hologram, this time from the right, or used to 
illuminate a second equivalent hologram. In the first case, as in this 
experiment, the polarization wave produced in the hologram is of the 
form 
-+ P: (r') 
1 
(i) 
ex: (t.n) i ERefl 
-+ -+ 
ik. ·r' 
* -+ * -+ -+ 12 * -+ 1 
ex: J 
1
E. ( r') E. ( r' ) E. ( r' ) - J. I A. A. ( r' ) e 
10 1 10 1 10 1 
[8.6] 
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where in the limit of small diffraction efficiency IAiol is taken to 
be constant. 
The far field radiated by the i-th polarization term is determined 
as in Eq. [8.3] and is thus 
E(i) ~ J lA 12 I A*(~')ei(k/r)(xx'+yy')dx'd 'dz' 
reconst i io V i y [ 8. 7] 
Eq. [8.15] describes the process of reconstruction of a volume holo-
gram bn. Ai
0
A1 is illuminated by a plane wave Ai~ traveling in the 
opposite sense to that used in recording it. The result, from basic 
holography, is that the phase conjugate A1(r) of the original image . 
The integral of Eq. [8.7] is made up of a sum of Fraunhoffer diffrac-
tion integrals 12 , each for a slice of thickness dz' centered on z'. 
Each "slice" generates a field proportional to A1(r) at the point of 
observation r, with the individual contributions adding up in phase. 
The far field radiated by the hologram is thus 
[8. 8] 
and is proportional to the conjugate of the message field Ai(r). 
The above device thus selects and displays the one stored image 
which is "closest" to the partial or uncertain input. The "closest" 
stored image is the one with the largest spatial overlap integral Ji. 
An experimental demonstration of these ideas is depicted in Fig . 
8.3 . The hologram bn was recorded using, first, picture E1 (Fig. 
8.4(a)) and reference E1o, followed in a second exposure by a recor-
ding of E2 (Fig. 8.4(f)) with reference beam E2o . The pictures E1 and 
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Fig. 8 . 4 : 
(a) Stored image E1 ; 
(b) image E1 diffracted off 
the hologram by a plane wave 
input at plane P; 
(f) Stored image E2 ; 
(g) image E2 diffracted off 
the hologram by a plane wave 
input at plane P; 
(c) partial image input E1 '; 
(d) retrieval of the stored 
messages E1 by the partial 
image Ei using feedback 
from optical fibers; 
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(h) partial image input E2; 
(i) retrieval of the stored 
image E2 by the partial image E2 using feedback from 
optical fiber; 
(e) retrieval of the stored 
messages E2 by the partial 
image E2 ' using associa-
tive memories with thres-
holding device; 
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(j) retrieval of the stored 
image E2 by the partial image 
E2 using associative mem-
ories with thresholding device. 
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E2 were placed at plane P during their respective recordings. In the 
retrieval experiment, the reference arm was blocked off with stop S 
and the partial i n put pic t u r e E' was inserted in plane P. The two 
images, E1 and E2, overlap by approximately 50%. The images diffracted 
off the hologram by a plane wave i nput at plane P are shown in Fig. 
8.4(b) and 8.4(g) . The diffraction efficiency of the E1 (or E2) holo-
gram was about 20%. Either of the partial images Ei or E2, which are 
shown in Fig . 8 . 4(c) and (h), respectively, was used, one at a time, 
as inputs at plane P. The two resulting beams diffracted simultaneous-
ly off the hologram and were separately coupled into two single mode 
optical fibers with 4 ~m core diameter. The length of the fibers was 
about 85cm . A plane mirror was placed at the end of each fiber to 
reflect the light back into the fiber. The spatial filtering due to 
propagation through the single mode fibers helped convert each dif-
fracted beam Edifii) to a near plane wave Ei~ propagating opposite to 
Eio· These reflected beams were used to readout the hologram . The 
results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 8 . 4(d) and (i). Although 
no thresholding element was included in this case, the experimental 
results show good discrimination against the second (undesired) stored 
image which has a much smaller overlap with the input image. This is 
because fields EiE~ and E2E~ have low spatial frequencies and can thus 
be effectively coupled into a single mode fiber, whereas fields EiE~ 
and E2E~ cannot since they contain higher order Fourier spatial fre-
quencies. 
Previously the use of a thresholding device to single out the 
strongest diffracted (and spatially filtered) beam from the hologram 
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has already been discussed. A schematic diagram of the associative 
memory with a thresholding device is shown in Fig. 8.5 . Electronic 
thresholding devices in combination with photo-detectors have already 
been demonstrated in 'Hopfield' types of associative memories 6 . All 
optical t h r eshold ing devices have the advantage of natural inter-
connectivity with other optical s ystems. The thresholding device used 
in this experiment is the bistable oscillator1 3 with a ring passive 
phase conjugate mirror 14 • The exp e r i mental arrangement of this system 
is shown in Fig. 8 . 6. The first part of the experiment involving 
hologram recording and read-out by the partially complete input is the 
same as in the previous experiment. The two diffracted beams were 
coupled into two graded-index optical fibers with 100 ~m core diame-
ter. The output beams from the fibers were then focused and injected 
into the bistable oscillator . 
The principle of operation of the bistable oscillator has been 
discussed in section 6 . 2. In this experiment, it suffices to describe 
it as a device that only allows one, the strongest, of the two input 
beams to exist . This surviving (reference) beam is used to illuminate 
a transparency, the same as that used to record the corresponding 
message, thereby resulting in an output Et or E2, but not both , depen-
ding on the surviving reference beam. The experimental results are 
shown in Fig. 8.4(e) and (j). 
The number of stored images can be expanded by using a curved 
mirror in the thresholding device instead of two auxiliary mirrors as 
described above. Other thresholding devices, such as microchannel 
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detector with a phase conjugate resonator 16 can also be used in this 
system. Such experiments are currently in progress. 
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